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MANY PRIZES FREE

HOME FOR AGED WOMEN

for that fact to the husky farm dog.
Linekin was cutting wood yesterday
«
♦ on the back lot when without warn
♦ ing he was struck from the rear by
♦
«e-

a bull belonging to a neighbor and
The huge animal
was starting to gore the prostrate man
with his horns and had inflicted se
vere lacerations of arms and body
when the outcry attracted the atten
tion of the dog ln a nearby field.
The alert canine bounded over the
fences and promptly attacked the bull,
biting hls legs and distracting his at
tention from Mr. Linekin who was
enabled to crawl to safety.

... sent sprawling.

KNOX PROBATE COURT

Inventories filed: Estates of Marlon
8 Sides of Camden. 8370.65; Amanda
8 Carleton. Rockport. 8250; Edwin 8
Hooper, St Oeorge. 86266 34; Herbert
E Oood win. Rockland. 8240 .89; Leslie
Brown, Camden. 85360 64; Samuel O
Redmond. Madison. N. J., $210450

LONG LIFE ENDED

■'As my mother is a regular sub
scriber of your paper I read about
every issue, so I saw the first install
ment of your trip to Cape Cod and
the bridges. Of course every one
agrees that the latter are very fine
pieces of engineering, but the part
of the story I want to write about ls
the ‘'bird houses on the marsh."
Had there been a wee bit more day
light you would have observed that
the bird houses were on a cranberry
bog and not a rtiarsh (I saw them ln
the daylight).
•
It is my opinion they were put
there to attract more birds to the
bog to help reduce the number of
insects for as everyone knows cran
berry growers have the same amount
of pests and insects to contend with
as fruit and vegetable growers have.
“Now this is only my own opinion,
and I am passing it along to you for
the same price. Next time you come
to the Cape try and do it in the day
light.”
The Roving Reporter finds Mrs.
R. W. P.'s explanation as plausible as
it is Interesting.

Boys and girls! Flash your way
everywhere with the 8ilver King!
It's dazzling . . . this new kind of
bicycle. It gleams like silver. It's
built along stream lines like the new
trains. The Silver King is one of the
finest bicycles you can buy. Oreat big
balloon tires, beautiful built-in elec
tric head light, big saddle, big springs,
chain guard, and lots of other marvel
ous features. There never was a
bicycle so pleasing lo the eye ... so
thrilling to ride ... as the Silver
King!
For the boys and girls voted the
luckiest In this vicinity all ot these
marvelous prices! The bicycle, the
skates, the fielder's glove, the Jump
ing ropes, the gliders!
Every Orange-Crush bottle cap will
count as a vote. The boy or girl with
the greatest number of votes by Aug.
10. 1935. wins the Silver King. Those
with the next highest number of votes
win pairs of Silver Streak Roller
Skates or Fielder's Oloves. The next
ten highest number of votes by boys
win the gliders and the next ten
highest number of votes by girls win
jumping rope sets.
Get father — mother — all your
friends—to drink Orange Crush and
give you the bottle caps from thetr
drinks.
Everybody likes Orange-Crush—get
everybody to vote for you! Bring all
the Orange-Crush bottle caps you can
get by Aug. 10. to Oakland Park.
Rockland. Maine. Mack's lOrangeCrush Bottling Co.. Waldoboro. Maine.
Telephone 114—adv.

Deserving Institution Needs Funds To Continue Finally Induced By Lions To Tell Experiences In
the Royal Air Service
—Will Benefit Through Community Chest
One of the most Important insti It each year to keep It going. This
the community ts the coming year's expenses, less the
Rockland Home for Aged Women. modest amount to be received from
the small invested funds and from
This is not a hard, cold institution
other sources, amounts to 81800.
but a real home for aged women who which sum must be provided lf this
have no other place to go. The home organization is to continue its very
is filled to capacity and has a wait necessary work.
ing list of others who desire to enter
The present financial condition of
when there is room for them. The the Home is one of the reasons for
oldest resident ls 90 and the youngest reviving the Community Chest which
74.
ls now under way and this money
During the past winter there have must be provided through this year's
tutions ln

Albion P. Allen, who attained his
100th birthday Feb. 14—an event
which was later celebrated by Knox
Pomona Orange—died yesterday at his
DANCING
home in Hope. He recently suffered
Every Tuet., Thurt., Sat.
a bad fall, sustaining a cut which
TONIGHT
required 11 stitches. An extended bi
ography
of the venerable Civil War
LLOYD RAFNELL
veteran was published ln this news
AND HIS
paper on the occasion of hls last birth
V• • •
GEORGIANS
day Funeral services will be held at
From
Cohasset.
Mass., comes an
8.M to 18.30.
Admission 40c
the Hope Corner church Friday at 2 interesting collection of souvenir
86'lt
p m.
postcards, sent by the R. R s long
time friend S. Arthur Macomber who
ls in Massachusetts waters this sum
mer with the yacht Marlette. The
picture of the Cape Cod mosquito
may be a slight exaggeration—but if
been no deaths ln the home and but Community Chest Campaign which
you have been down on Cape Cod
On the air over Station WCSII
flight illnesses among the women, one will be conducted early in August.
3.45 to 4.00 P. M.
you are prepared to believe most
of whom is entirely blind and another
In order to make a success of this
At North Waldoboro, Me.
Friday ol Each Week
anything, including the graphic tale
whose eye-sight is failing rapidly.
campaign, which will assure the
Popular and Old Songs
which Mr. Macomber sent along with
Twenty-five of best known women Rockland Home for Aged Women
Sponsored by
the picture.
in the city, together with the offi : obtaining this much needed 81800. all
OPPOSE DEPORTING
Lane Laboratories, Inc.
cers. comprise the board of directors 1 members and friends of the Home,
Arthur reports yachting and sum
Mfra. of SIL-VER-ENE Silver
mer business in general very dull Clark Island Paving Cutter Regular monthly meetings of the both old and new. should plan to
Polish
Dancing 8.30 to 12.00 Standard
board are held at which ways and subscribe to this splendid Institution,
down that way this year. He coun
CAMDEN. MAINE
Has Backing of Portland | means are carefully discussed as to through the Community Chest
88* It
sels a Roving Reporter trip to Prov
how the very limited income may be Campaign.
Clergy and His Union
incetown on the Up end of the Cape,
j stretched to provide for the comfort
Although Donat on Dav is an
going on the north side, and return
Gustav Saderqulst. or Sorgvist, of of these helpless old people
established institution in Rockland
ing
by
the
south
side.
ONE DAY ONLY—SATURDAY
this city, surrendered himself on a
The finance committee consi'ts of being held annually on the Tuesday
....
An overlooked incident of the call deportation warrant Tuesday, but a Mrs. Orace Puller. Chairman. Mrs preceding Thanksgiving Day, when
ON THE STAGE IN PERSON
which Edward Oonia and the R. R. writ of habeas corpus was promptly Elizabeth Burpee. Joseph Emery. E. the’friends of the home bring their
NBC Radio Artist
made upon Albion B. Crocker iBozei petitioned for by a group which in L. Brown and W D. TaltjOt, with donations of groceries canned goods
ln Somerville. Mass, was his story of cluded prominent Portland pastors, Edward J. Hellier as advisory member and provisions as well as money, this
«
tf
the New York man who wanted to who were protesting against his de- The Income from the modest invented year it is most important that all
funds is very small Indeed at this those interested in the home make
j take Plymouth Rock over to the na- 1 portation.
Saderquist. a native of Sweden time and. although every dollar re cash contributions through the new
j lion's metropolis on his truck. It
The Kentucky Mountain Minstrel Man
J was arrested by Inspector Dever Oct J ceived is used with the utmost pru ly revived Community Chest. Those
1 seems that somebody Interfered just
| ln Ume to save Plymouth's greatest 15. and after hearing before Inspector dence. it ts Impossible to continue the subscribing to the Chest can continue
Horne, was held under bail of 81000 work on the present basis
their interest in thc home by
, asset from being “lifted.''
Hear Their
Laugh At Their
j for deportation. His bail was pro-I Wonderful co-operation exists be designating it as thc recipient of
According to the reliable "Boze"
Mountain Melodies
Mountain Mimicry
vided by the International Labor De tween officers and directors, and visit their subscription.
Mrs. Crocker has taken umbrage be
Heard Daily over WBZ and W’BZA. 11.00 A. M.
fense.
ors to the Home note the cheerful
The following earnest women con
cause her recent callers did not par
Immigration officials said Tuesday air. neat aDpearance of the members stitute the officers and directors of
take
of
the
proffered
but
did
eat
the
No Advance
that Saderquist was an alien, al- j and well kept rooms.' Under direction the home and will ail be active in
blueberry pie tendered by Mrs. Baker
though in the country legally, and an of the matron. Miss Oetchell and her the coming Community Chest cam
In Prices
tn Boston. When the R. R. declines admitted Communist and as such was
assistant Miss Butler, the details of paign Mrs. Mabie 8herman, presi
pie there is a real reason, and this considered , subject to deportation :
the work are carefully carried out.
dent. Mrs. Frances Norton. Treasurer.
Ume the reason was that no vacancy under thc immigration act of 1920
The exDense of conducting the Mrs. Hattie Keating. Secretary. Mrs.
existed at the time of the Somerville About two weeks ago. local immigra home for a whole year is very low. the
Mary E Southard. First Vice Presi
call.
tion officials said, a deportation war- j food bill being only 8720 It ls dif dent. Mrs. Orace Fuller. Second Vice
rant was issued against him in Wash-, ficult to think of satisfactorily feed President. Janie Beech. Mrs. Annabel
TWILIGHT LEAGUE
ington and it was because of this ing ten women on 872 per capita Berry. Mrs. Agnes Brown. Mrs.
warrant that he surrendered Tues annually, which means that the cost Elizabeth Burnee. Mrs. Puth EllingComing Games
day.
of feeding each person is only 81 50 wood Mrs. Maude Smith, Mrs Clara
Tonight—St. Oeorge at Thomaston.
Judge Peters set Aug. 6 for hearing per week. Salaries for the two Smith, Mrs. Etta Stoddard. Mrs.
Friday night—St. George at Rock
on the habeas corpus writ.
matrons, who do all the work of Katherine St Clair. Mrs Cora Snow.
land; and Thomaston at Camden
Members of the protesting group every kind, insurance, light, water Mrs. Suella Sheldon. Mrs. Cora Tal
(postponed game).
declared that Saderquist had been a and telephone must also be provided bot, Mrs. Angelica Olover, Mrs.
Saturday afternoon—Lewiston Calu
resident of Maine since 1923. that and especially heat, which, in the Katherine Norton. Mrs. Nettle Wot
mets at Camden.
he
had high recommendations from case of a home for aged women is, of ton. Mrs. Lottie Rhodes. Mrs. Eva
• • • •
Rockland was scheduled to play at hls neighbors and those with whom necessity, higher than for most insti Wisner. Mrs. Kathleen Fuller, Miss
Camden last night, but the game was he had worked and that no com tutions. The hou'e, although In good Alena Young. Miss Ada Young. Mbs
I
cancelled because of the circus. To plaint had been made against him condition is more than 75 years old Edith Bicknell. Mrs. Martha Feeney.
Inquire on the Premises, or Telephone 116-W
prior to his arrest in the deportation and has to have something spent on I Mrs Alice Hicks.
night will see the flrst game on the
proceedings.
new Thomaston grounds—St. Oeorge
Branch 108, Paving Cutters Union
vs. Thomaston.
of Clark Island. (Marius Martinsen j
president, and Charles Henderson
DRESSMAKING AND
secretary) passed resolutions of pro
test yesterday, declaring that—
REMODELING
“This oppressive action to deport'
MRS. R. L. ROSS
Ous
Saderquist is solely because of
MEANS THIS—
25 OAK STREET,
ROCKLAND
his union activity to improve the con- J
(Formerly on Grace Street)
YOU drive up to the curb in front of our Ice cream parlor.
86*87
ditions of labor, his active work to
YOU blow your horn.
secure relief for hungry unemployed
OUR waitress will promptly come to your car to get your
rises 104 feet above sea level. Here
order.
workers, and his membership in Editor of The Courier-Oazette:—
YOU stay comfortably seated in your car.
economic and political organizations1 Does Monhegan harbor need a they built, barracks, and kept vigilant
breakwater? At the outbreak of the watch. During thc World War it
OUR waitress will promptly bring your order to you on a
of the working class, and
tray; attach the tray to the door of the car and leave
“This is part of a tyrannous cam Spanish War we were sorely threat was used by the government for the
you to enjoy our rich lee Cream, Sundaes. Milk Drinks,
paign of deportation and persecution ened with invasion by a Spanish war same purpose. The telephone wire is
etc. On the tray will be Napkins, Water and Crackers.
ELM STREET, CAMDEN
of foreign bom workers which Ls fleet, equal at that time to any other still here and in use by the colony,
TRY OUR SPECIALS
aimed to deprive American labor of In the history of nations. It was then through the kindness of the govern
its most active and most militant the government began seeking a look ment. This is the first connection
Fried Clams, French
leaders,
to crush down the living out, some high promontory from ever made by wire from the main
Fries,
40c
TRY IT
standards of all workers, native and which these Spanish ships might be land to this island and cost $10,000.
Chicken Barbecue
FOSS HOUSE BLOCK,
PARK STREET
foreign born, and to destroy the readily seen and the alarm given.
If this Island could be found use
83Th86
Sandwich,
40c
Government scouts here found the ful in time of war. and so recognized
democratic constitutional rights and
TEL 2007, CAMDEN
very spot desired. A telephone wire by the government, ls there any good
86-87 liberties of the broad masses of the
was Instantly extended from the ] reason for being so backward in
American <people.”
mainland to the island at its highest
acknowledging our just claim for a
SAW FILING
ANTIQUE FURNITURE point, known as White Head, which small breakwater to protect this little
Your saw of any description put in
harbor? An engineer here says it
AND GLASSWARE
perfect shape and all work guaranteed.
can be built for $60,000. He con
Light band saw work and small tool
Bought and Sold
grinding.
structed the wharf here that has
DENTIST
ALBERT TRIBOU
stood the storms and beating surf for
FRENCH
I
18 Myrtle Street,
Rockland, Me.
20 years and still bids defiance to the
19 WASHINGTON ST.,
CAMDEN
79-91
86-88
sea power.
Announces that he has associated with him in

OAKLAND PARK

BIG NOVELTY
BALL

THE
SIL-VER-ENE GIRL

Saturday Night,
July 20

BRADLEY KINCAID
And His Gang

::FORSALE::

RESIDENCE OF LATE W.S. WHITE
AT 29 BEECH STREET

Will Be Sold At a Sacrifice

WHAT MONHEGAN WANTS

CURB SERVICE

*

GRIFFIN BREAKS SILENCE

Dwight Linekin Has Thrill The Roving Reporter Learns Twenty-Seven Boys and Girls

Suhacrlptlona S3 00 per year payable In
advance: single copies three cenu
ing Experience At Davis
About Those Bird Houses
Will Be Pleased With Or
Advertising raUs baaed upon clrcula*
tion a id very reasonable
Farm
—Echoes of Recent Trip
ange Crush
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Oaaette vas established
Dwight Linekin. an employe on the
Twenty-seven fine prizes will be
The Roving Reporter is in receipt
In 1844 In 1874 the Courier vas estab
lished and consolidated vlth the Oaaette R. W Davis Si Son farm on the old •of the following letter from a former given free by Mack's Orange Crush
In ISM The Pree Press was established
in 1855 and In 1801 changed lu name to Thomaston road, is thankful to be Rockland woman.. “Mrs. R. W. P." of Bottling Co, including a beautiful
the Tribune These papers consolidated
streamlined silver king bicycle.
North Pembroke, Mass.
March 17. 1807
' alive this morning, and gives credit

•
Ba man does not make new ac•» qualntancew as he passes through
* life he will soon And himself
• alone A man should keep hls
friendships in constant repair.
♦ -Emerson

Volume 90.................... Number 36g

THREE CENTS A COPY

Is To Have Uncle Sam Build Breakwater—
N. J. Hanna a Vigorous Champion

Dine At The
4 CORNER T ROOM

ROUND TOP PARLOR

DR. RUPERT L. STRATTON

his offices, 420 Main Street, Rockland

WE BUY

OLD GOLD

CHARLES N. THURLOW, D. M. D.

Clarence E. Daniela
84-8

JEWELER
870 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
78-tf

TWIN FARMS
ROUTE 131 WARREN

Chicken and Steak Dinners
PHONE ORDERS, 10-21
Mildred Berry, Hazel Pease, Props.

In less than 35 years this island has
grown from a small hamlet of a few
fl'htng huts to a lively summer resort.
Fifty years ago I came here with an
excursion party. We were obliged to
drop anchor In the harbor and row

(Continued on Page Four)

Known to all of hls friends as one
of the most modest of men, Clerk of
Courts Milton M. Oriffln provided a
real treat at the Lions Club meet
ing yesterday when he broke the
silence of 17 years and gave an ab
sorbed group of listeners some of hts
experiences in the Royal Air Corps
during the World War. It was not a
recital of personal achievement; quite
to the contrary he effaced himself al
most completely from the picture and
contented himself with describing the
experiences of the Yanks.
Ouests of the Lions Club on this oc
casion were Alfred C. Hocking ot St.
Oeorge, Putnam P. Bicknell, Theo
dore Bird. Robert Oregory, Maynard
Marston and John Newman.
There was a period of zestful sing
ing, ln the course of which one
quartet was smothered. Petty larceny
found Earl C. Dow a victim. Lendon
Jackson and Ensign Otis were ap
pointed on the August entertainment
committee.
Mr. Griffin s World War eareer had
its beginning in Texas where he served
briefly with the U. S. Signal Corps.
Returning to Hoboken he boarded the
White Star line steamship Olympic,
which had been fitted for transport
duty by the Installation of a double
shell. The Signal Corps members
found themselves stuffed into bunks
between these shells. Several shots
were fired at a submarine periscope in
the course of a voyage across. The
speaker was impressed with the vivid
green which was noted when Ireland
was approached, and he no longer
wondered that Ireland is called “The
Emerald Isle." The Signal Corps
Unit was split up for service with the
British, and Oriffln learned that he
was serving two masters, the United
States and Oreat Britain. British
officers were in charge and most of the
pilots were Australians.
Griffin, with the rating of sergeant,
was the ranking officer of the Yanks,
and had charge of the detach
ment, looking after the men’s health,
wealth and welfare. "The British were
not used to our ways, and we were not
used to theirs," said the speaker—
"consequently there were some diffi
culties." In this connection he told
how a 275-pound Yankee blacksmith
had resented a remark made about the
President of the United States, and
laid out six Tommies. But the Yankees
were received in British homes, and
reciprocated by putting on entertain
ments including a minstrel show.
Rabbits loomed large In the daily
rations—refrigerated rabbits, some of
which had ended their careers two
years previously. There were rabbits
for breakfast, dinner and supper, and
with this fare were a black bread
(which developed mold in the course
of the day), jam or marmalade, and
"nice strong cheese." At 4 p. m. the
British dropped everything else, busi
ness or pleasure, to have a sup of
“tay."
"Perhaps it's a good idea to relax,"
said the speaker. "Here in America
we are going too fast, and burning up
our energy."
It was impossible to buy anything
at the stores, everything being on
card. But British canteens allowed
credit for the Yanks.
Mr. Orlffin explained the coalition
of Americans and British by pointing
out that Oreat Britain's man power
had been so severely taxed that the

American rookies were used for me
chanical work while obtaining their
education in that service. The Ameri
cans wanted to learn, and were glad
to reciprocate.
Onffin trained as an observer, hls
duties being the taking down and re-]
assembling of machine guns, camera
work, map reading, telegraphy and
bomb dropping. He told an interest
ing story as lo how the Yanks de
veloped speed out of lorries (trucks in
this country) and had spare time in
Cambridge, whither they were sent
for rations.
Experience was with training planes,
D. H Fours (used for bombing)
Spads. the fighting planes; HandleyPaiges and finally the D. H. Pours,
med for bombing, which were aa
large as any planes then in use. “It
Ls a wonder how some of these planes

•4T
Milton M. Griffin, in British Air
Service during war, wonders how
they kept those planes afloat

kept aloft,” said the speaker, con
menting upon their crudeness.
One of the mast interesting stories
told by Mr Oriffln concerned the sud
den disappearance of the Isolation
tents which had been erected near the
American encampment when influ
enza broke out among the British. The
kind must have blown as hard as Ser
geant Orlffin had promised his men
it would.
The speaker told of the quarters at
Saulsbury Plains where a horde of
rats over-ran the sleeping soldiers,
and of the fate which overtook one
aviator who had flown too low and
struck a cement target.
In the course of his training Ser
geant Oriffln was aboard one plane
which dropped from a height of 2500
feet and landed in a tree, maintain
ing an upright position. Several
flights were made across th'-' British
Channel and over Cambrai and
Ypres, the speaker saw some sights
which he refrained from describing.
"It was no Sunday school picnic over
there." he said significantly.
Sergeant Oriffln went to France with
the British and finally received
transfer orders, but while on his way
to join the American forces news was
received that the Armistice had been
signed.
The thing which impressed him most
deeply was the sight of the Statue of
Liberty as the transport neared home.
And when the band played “Home
Sweet Home” there wasn’t a dry eye
among the boys.

North
solved
The
Act of Courtesy Cost West
State
Rockport Bicyclist a Seri Foley.

A FRIENDLY WAVE

Easton. Mass., who was ab
from blame.
accident was investigated by
Patrolmen Shaw, Pray" and

ous Accident
An accident of an unusual nature,
involving a bicycle rider, a truck and
a spdan. occurred near the old Eel's
siding in Rockport yesterday after

Typewriters cleaned and repaired.
Lowest prices for quality service.
Machines called for and delivered.
All makes of fountain pens repaired.
Huston-Tuttle Book Store.
Tel.
684-M—adv.
Th-tf

noon, the victim being the bicycle
rider James Roberts of West Rock
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
port, who was taken to Camden Com
If I had to live my life again I would
munity Hospital, in charge of Dr. have
made a rule to read some poetry
and
listen to aome music at least once
Howard L. Apollonio. with what ap a week
The loss of these tastea la a low
of happlneaa.—Charles Darwinpeared to be a "cracked skull."
The boy was riding toward Rock- ] THE HEAVENS DECLARE THE GLORY
OE GOD
port village when he met Harvey

Lunden of West Rockport driving a
truck which had a mowing machine
in tow.
The boy waved a friendly salute to
his neighbor, and it proved his un
doing. for he seemed to lose control
of the bicycle, which shot across the
street directly in front of a sedan
which had been coming along slowly,
awaiting an opportunity to pass the
truck.
Young Roberts, who is a son of
Mont Roberts, received a severe blow
ln the head, and was removed to the
hospital as soon as passible.
The sedan was owned and driven
by Eli Smith of Chestnut street,

The npactotia firmament on high.
With all the blue ethereal sky.
And spangled heavens, a shining
frame.
Their great Original proclaim:
The unwearied sun from day to day
Does hls Creator's power display.
And publishes to every land
The work of an Almighty hand.

Soon as the evening shades prevail.
The moon takes up the wondroua tale.
And ntghtly to the listening earth
Repeats the story of her birth:
Whilst all the stars that round her
burn.
And all the planets, ln their turn.
Confirm the tidings as they roll.
And spread the truth from pole to pole.
What though ln solemn alienee all
Move round the dark terrestrial ball?
What though nor real voice nor sound
Amid their radiant orbs be found?
In reason's ear thev all rejoice
And utter forth a glorious voice.
Por ever singing, as they shine.
' Tlie hand that made u. Is Divine "
—Joseph Addlsoia,

Page Two
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THE LAND OF ALOHA

THRFR-TIMF.SM-WEtK

Is there any tning whereof lt may
be said, See. this Is new? It hath
been already old time, which was
before us.—Eccl. 1:10.
PROTECTING THE ANTIQUES

Every-Other-Day
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A Rockland Girl Tells Of Memorable Vacation
Spent In the Hawaiian Islands

CHARMED THE EYE

H. Stalker and Mrs Eugene Rich, Jr.

Exhibit J. vegetable stand—Mrs. Al
Annual Flower Show of Cam bert Chatfield. Jr., and Mrs. Phll.p
den Garden Club — Tbe Lee.
Exhibit L, stage boxes. Mrs Leon
Prize Winners
Bryant.
An exhibition of drawing and color
The seventh annual flower show of
ing by school children received many
tlie Camden Oarden Club was held tn
favorable comments. The flower show
the Opera House Tuesday, and despite
committee comprised Mrs W Oriffin
the bad weather there was an attend
Orlbbel, chairman. Miss Anne Alden.
ance of nearly 40®.
Mrs Elizabeth Bromley. Mrs Leon
The beautiful gardens of Mrs. E J. Bryant. Mrs. Albert Chatfield. Jr.. Mrs
Cornells. Mrs. Joseph Defrees. Mrs. Schuyler Day, MTs. Donald Dodge.
W J. Curtis. Mrs. A H Chatfield. Mrs. Mrs Rexford Daniels. kEss Rosamond
T. Charlton Henry. Mrs. Donald Graham. Mrs. Richard Kremcnts.
Dodge and Mrs. C. W. Henry; also Mrs. J Riker Proctor. Mrs E A Rob
the Bok ampttheatre. were vtslted by bins, Jr . Mrs Winfield 8 Richards.
many The Judges were Mrs Howard Mrs L P Singleton. Mrs Theodore
C Hans'-om and Mrs Perry Bryne of Ross. Mrs Charles P. T. «eaverns,
Damariscotta, and Mrs E J. Cornells Mrs. Isabelle Simonton. Mrs. J. B
and Mrs. E. A. Robbins. Jr., of Cam Waterbury. Mrs D Preston Wysong.
den.
Jr. Mrs Pearl O Willey. Mrs Nerita
The stage presented a beautiful W Wight. Officers of the club are
spectacle. Arranged by Mrs. Charles as follows: President. Mrs Pearl O
F. T. Seaverns lt represented a gar- ' Willey; honorable Vice president.
den. With a lawn of sods, a back- Mrs. L W Hart; vice president. Mrs
ground of evergreen and lantana, j Walter P Conley; second vice prestlilles. delphinium and many other dent. Mrs Rexford Daniels; secretary
flowers It made a beautiful display I an(| treasurer. Miss Bessie L. Bowers
A lawn bench in the center added to_________________________________
its attractiveness. The stage ar
rangement this year ls said to have
excelled all former exhibits. Awards
RANKIN ST.. ROCKLAND. ME.
were:

A letter from Miss Marian Norton, i the movies. One of the men had a
With what completeness of detail dated Haiku. Maul,
(Hawaiian movie camera and as the time went
the Penob*eot Bay antique loan ex Islands* June 15. fo her parents, Mr on he took many feet of film. We
are anxious to see them.
hibition Is being brought to public
and Mrs. Frank C. Norton, of this
The next main thing of Interest
consideration is indicated bv the ap- r
pended paragraphs. The rage (to em- city- *’ shared with our readers be- was viewing a strange plant called
ploy an expressive term' created by 1 cause of Its interesting contents, Miss the Silver Sword. Again we were In
these exhibitions ln the larger com- Norton wrote:
luek as the beautiful thing was in
nunttle. of the country, indicates
, h,tf , v#e,tton
full bloom. It ls as large as I am Ai
something of the eager interest with
its foot narrow silver curled-up leaves
hi a more unique way and I have
which this Maine coast exhibit is like
grown in a great clump, then a tall
ly to be attended. The homes here enjoyed every minute. I was through stem grows upward covered with large
about are yielding up their treasures, with school work June 5 and June purple dalsy-Uke flowers. We saw
the number and the beauty of which 7 we sailed for Maul. We had loads several other small ones but they
will surprise the visitors who are to of fun Just before the boat sailed. were not ln bloom. The guide said
enjoy the privilege of looking upon Several were down to see us off, and these plants have only been found
this exhibition of them.
we all had six or 6Cven lets. Every tn one other place tn the world.
• • • •
one was <n high spirits and the fact When we returned to our tents we had
At a meeting of the officers and
that Anne and I were traveling steer spent five hours In the saddle.
executive committee of the Loan Ex
That night at supper was a choice
age added to the hilarity. We
hibition held at Whitehall Inn.
munched c few sandwiches as we event tn our career. Once again
July 15. each chairman reported ex
watched a glorious sunset from the each person was served with a great
cellent progress in the work of the
stern of our cabin de luxe, sitting on slab ot steak Delicious and enough
respective committees. The method
for a family of four under ordinary
a coil of rope I
to be followed tn safeguarding pieces
■ • <•
circumstances, but somehow after
to be loaned the exhibition was of
We passed the islands of I.smai and riding and being in the great out
special interest (or. as can be readily
Class A. artistic arrangements—
Molokt, and then saw our beloved doors. even the daintiest member of
appreciated, the material available Is
Maui ln the distance None of our our party was able to eat all on her Mrs. Rexford, chairman, first. Miss
lor the greater part absolutely irre
Betty Ross; second. Mrs Walter Rtch,
party had ever been to Maul before, plate.
placeable and. aside from any sen
Jr.; third. Mrs. Donald Dodge; hon
• • • •
but we had heard so much about it
timental value, has great intrinsic
orable mention. Mrs. B McKean.
that we already had an "aloha” for
After we had eaten, the CCC boys
'value.
Class A. 2. exhibitors' containers—
R. Mr Burgstrom. a relative of one of . were
t0 comf
,hf t<>nt and
Transportation for all classes of
our party, met us and we had a glori play and sing to us The camp was first. Mrs. W H. Stalker; second. Mrs
antiques is being arranged for by a
ous ride over a winding pall road tn a made up of rather a conglomeration W. J. Curtis; third. Mrs C W. Henry;
special committee of which Charles
huge open car The moon was about of humanity In their impromptu or honorable mention, Mrs. Donald B
F T. Seaverns ls chairman. On each
1934 Oldsmobile Coach
half full and made a golden path chestra I could see traces of Chinese, Dodge.
vehicle used to pick up pieces and
over the water At the end of this Japanese. Portugese and Hawaiian
Class B. shadow boxes—Mrs. J. B.
1934 Chevrolet Coach
later to return them in addition to
20-mfle drive we came to Wailuku blood. Regardless of their family Waterbury, chairman; first. Mrs Win
the driver there will be one or more
1933 Plymouth Coupe
and the Orand Hotel. Maybe not tree, they certainly could play and field S. Richards; second. Miss Caro
men who are experienced ln hand
1933 Nash Sedan
ling fragile pieces of glass or massive so “grand." but a very- fine small sing . More than once everybody line Barry; third. Mrs. William Chatown hotel. Next morning we donned joined in the choruses, even, I, and I ter; honorable mention, Mrs. Rexford 1933 Plymouth Coach
pieces of furniture. The owner of
our riding-hiking clothes and started don't Improve a bit in my ability to Daniels.
each piece will receive an individual
1933 Chevrolet Coupe
off. Recently a road has been opened stay on the tune!
Class C, miniatures—Mrs. Theodore
receipt numbered serially and per
1933 Dodge Sedvn
We had a happy. Jolly evening and Ross, chairman: first. Mrs Charles
sonally signed by Parker Morse to the top of Haleakala so we drove
with faithful Ltate to the top. 9.000 all too soon. Mr Walsh said we'd Seaverns: second. Mrs Marion Dud 1932 Chevrolet Coups
Hooper, chairman of committee on
arrangements, the original receipt to feet. Wc drove through clouds and bfM<>r ..turr ta.. „ tomorrow would ley; third. Mrs. E. J. Cornells; honor
1932 Plymouth Sedan
the hardest dav. Once again wc able mention. Mrs. Leon Bryant.
be surrendered only upon the safe re out again and finally reached the
1932 Ford Coupe
summit. We could notice lt growing slept ln a„ our clothes manv
Class D. occasional tables—Mrs
turn of the place to its owner, or at
colder.
Haleakala
has
an
extinct
(
1931 Plymouth Sedan
blankets,
and
with
two
dogs.
Anne.
Schuyler Day. chairman: first. Mrs
the close of the exhibition. A crew
which stretches off Into the Muriel and I on three mattresses on Helen Pcrter: second. Miss Kitty Grib
of experienced men will handle the crater.
1931 Ford Tudor
distance, and several cinder cones the tent floor and Margaret in her bel; third. Mrs. J. Riker Proctor;
exhibits at the entrance of the Cam
1931
Chevrolet Coupe
Il was an awe-inspiring
bag at my feet, with a col- honorable mention. Mrs. J. Hugh
den Opera House and a further staff inside.
sight,
the
first
glimpse,
and
it
made
on
j
and
a
poii
cf
dO
g
Montgomery.
1931 De Vaux Coupe
will direct the placing of the exhibits
me catch my breath. The viewview #t my back What # plcture we must
Each piece loaned will be fully cov
Class E. choice specimens—Mrs. 1930 Pontiac Sedan
might be compared to a certain de- have made! Although the police
ered by Insurance, the value to be set
Donald Dodge, chairman; first, Mrs
1929 Ford Roadster
by a Boston authority experienced in gTee 10 the Grand Canyon, inasmuch dQg snored and seemed to twitch ln
Donald Dodge. Mrs W J Curtis. Ed
the appraisal of antiques for insur- 85 they both are huge holes and his slumber. I was glad to welcome
1929
De Soto Roadster
ward Ames. Mrs Edward O'BTine.
ance purposes. Watchmen will be on have coloringx
I him for his warmth. I shall long re
Class F. miniature gardens. Mrs. D
1929 Chevrolet Coach
member the view of the night sky Preston Wysong. Jr., chairman; first.
duty at the opera house day and
That
night
we
spent
at
the
Rest
1929
Oldsmobile Sedan
night. The smaller and choicer}
through our tent that evening. . It Keith Carroll; second. Margaret Wy
House. I have never seen a similar was hard to realize that I was on the
1929 Whippet Sedan
pieces of glass, china and silver will
. „
.
.
song; third. Prank Morse; honorable
be on display under glass The arrangement-one main stone .true- floor of Haleakala Crater. The camp
mention. Kay Woodward.
1928 Chrysler Sedan
thorough protection that is assured ture and tW0 wlngs For supper we seemed to have quieted down for the
Class G. children's exhibit—Mrs.
1928 Buick Sedan
exhibits has given the residents of
each handed a “n Plate
8 night when we heard singing. A
Elizabeth Bromley, chairman; first.
the Penobscot region complete con- whole T tone steak. This certa n- Kroup wg5 going arouncj serenading
1933 Chevrolet Pick-up
Margaret Bromley, 11; second. Mafldence that no harm will come to ly
the cou”try of *^! Regartl
] At our tent the chosen song was
tina Proctor. 8. and Eleanor Chandler.
1932 Chevrolet Panel
of a khaki flannel shirt and several "Oood Night. Ladles.” There were
thetr possessions, and consequently j
8; third. Ruth Mathews, 11. and Jim
sweaters my teeth chattered. One some good voices and the singing
they are taking great pride and'
mie Proctor. 7; honorable mention.
It would pay you to see us
pleasure in offering their choicestI! stone wing was assigned to us. It sounded very pretty.
Janice French.
contained a dozen double-decker Iron
before buying
(Concluded In Saturday's Issue'
antiques
Class H, wall pockets—Mrs. W. S.
beds. We were awakened to see a
Richards, chairman; first. Mrs Fred We do our own financing.
never-to-be forgotten spectacle—sun
OUR SPECIAL FEATIRE
Twenty kinds of delicious home Beale; second. Mrs. J. B. Waterbury;
rise from Haleakala We shivered
made ice cream are always available third. Mrs Guy Cucinotta.
j and shook but it was worth it.
at Chisholm's Spa. Main street, at
Class I. arrangement of roses—Mrs.
This paper naturally takes an in
Clouds would roll into the crater
Lindsey. Prompt, courteous, efficient Walter Rich. Jr., chairman; flrsj, Mrs.
terest ln the various features that Its
and then seem to vanish. We looked
curb service on ice cream, college ices, Rexford Daniels; second. Mrs. Win
columns at one time and another
RANKIN ST. ROCKLAND, ME.
down onto all this. In the distance
and fountain drinks available at all field 8. Richards; third. Mrs. E. J.
offer to the consideration of its read
we could now and then see the out
times.
85-91
Cornells; honorable mention. Mrs. W.
ers It is doubly pleased when these
readers find their interest similarly line of the coast. The dawn colors,
engaged. Such, for example as in the the hues tn the crater changing from
“contest” now carrying on. which purples to pinks to yellows were beau
makes its Initial contacts with the tiful. Then finally the sun came over
personal side of the business com the horizon The morning was par
munity and sets up an opportunity ticularly clear and the guides and
for the reader to figure in the always rowboys all said we saw an unusual
engaging field of prize winning The I sight. That is — Oaku, Honolulu s
details are simple the rules founded Island, ln the distance. The gods of
upon the highest newspaper ethics} luck were with us from the very bcand under the direction of Miss Helen } ginning.
The rest of our party arrived that
Nelson, a brilliant special staff fea
ture writer, the contest seems des Bunday morning, ar.d as soon as
tined to the front Diace in the list of horses were saddled, wc started on
features that in the past have won our descent into the crater. We had
a fine crowd. They were all Maul
approbation from the public.
j people except our party of five from
i Honolulu
Mr Walsh, the leader,
SETTING IT THE CHEST
was a very fine man. probably about
On another page is printed the 55. There were seven ether men and
stcry of one of our city's prominent six women, and ihen last but not
Institutions, the Home for Aged least, three cowboys. Wtllle, Tony and
Women. It is an oft-told tale,with Takl.
• • • ■
which for the most part our people
are familiar, and appears at the
Our trail led down the Sliding Sand
present time in natural association Trail which has been recently con
■with a campaign for the Community structed by the CCC Back and forth
Chest, of which each year it ts num down the hillside and around the cin
bered a beneficiary. As an advance der cones. They really are like big
announcement the story will receive hills in the crater, a pile of cinders
proper consideration and lead nat- ( with a hole ln the jop \yc rode tor
urallv to further consideration of the three hours and then reached the
campaign which shortly is to engage camp Wingate. A temporary camp
public attention. Prom what the for The CCC. There were several
INTERNATIONAL GUIDES
PRIZES FOR COMPETITIONS
Community Chest has meant to our tents and we four had what seemed
TOURNAMENT AND
AND TO THE LUCKY
city in years past, carefully organized to us the pick of the lot. The ground
SPORT CARNIVAL
Eastern International Championship Competitions
as it has been and supported by loyal was Inches deep with cinder dirt but
Log
rolling.
Log chopping, Canoe races and spectac
in Rifle, Skeet and Trap Shooting—Fly and Bait
and active groups of citizens, there ls
our tent had a floor ln it.
Casting—Canoe Racing Swimming Archery and ular events by famous guides from New England and
no reason to doub‘ the cordial recep
many other outdoor competitions. Prizes for auto Canada. Pantomime Indian attack on Frontier
For lunch, beans, etc., were served
tion that will be recorded the drive
mobile bringing most visitors Father bringing most Blockhouse Air circus—Woolworth cup motorboat
on one long table in a tent.
sons—Treasure hunters—Most beautiful woman— races—Hunting dog derby—Famous N. H. Hill
for funds when the day for general
That afternoon we took a two
Visitor from longest distance—Biggest fish caught Billy Band —Many other contests and activities.
canvassing pres nits itself.
in Lake Maranacook during the Rendezvous.
hours' ride along the floor of the
TENT CITY FOR CAMPERS
crater, it was a pretty sight to see
ALWAYS WELCOME
1000 tent shelters for visitors—hotels and camp
VACATION PARADISE
the 18 horses going along in single
accommodations available—Meals and lodging at
Dancing — Swimming — Golf— Tennis — Fishing
Rev. Cornelius Greenway, pastor file. I was pleased to see the local
-- Camping — Boating — School of Instruction in reasonable rates—also camp for auto trailers.
Outdoor Crafts — Display exhibits — Wonderful
of All Souls Unlversallst Church ln color added by Taki with a pink lei
HOW TO GET THERE
bird sanctuary and wild animal exhibit.
Brooklyn, who Is spending hts vaca- around his hat and spurs that jingled
Lake Maranacook, Maine, is in Winthrop between
tlon ln St. George, was a visitor ln the nice sleigh bells as he trotted along,
Under the Executive Direction of L. A. Hindi
Lewiston and Augusta on State Route 3 or 100.
city Tuesday. Mr. Greenway has a 1 our first stopping place was to view
THE GOVERNORS OF NEW ENGLAND INVITE YOU TO
very famous collection of autographs , a bottomless pit. Evidently when this
and autograph letters, and has crater had been active, this pit was
proven a popular speaker, before formed by the lava's final effort. We
local service clubs. He is in fact an threw stones into It but were not
honorary member of the Rockland able to hear them land. It was at
this point that I made my debut ln
Lions Club.

Miller’s Garage

Dependable

Reconditioned

USED CARS

GEORGES RIVER ROAD
Church Notes
A sale will be held at the Finnish
Congregational Church this Thurs
day evening at 7.3®. Articles made by
the Helping Hands Sewing Circle of
Long Cove will be offered by Emil
Ruuska. auctioneer. The Helping

Hands are noted for their skill with
the needle as past sales have proved.
The articles will be on display before
the sale and refreshments will be
served at 7 oVtock Au are urged to
attend and take advantage of this
opportunity to replenish wardrobes,
linen closets and hope chests at rea
sonable prices.

NEW PARK STREET
MARKET
OFFERS YOU
1. Free Delivery.
2. Ample Parking Spare.
3. Every Modern Convenlenee
Handling and Kreping Foods.
4. Ample Shopping Room.
5. Four Telephone Line*.
6. Complete Food Display.
7. Plenty of Sale*peoplr.
8. Rest Rooms.

DON’T “HUNT” FOR PARKING SPACE
PERRY’S NEW MARKET ON PARK STREET HAS ONE ALL READY FOR
YOU.

JUST DRIVE IN AT THE REAR OF THIS NEW SUPER MARKET

AND USE THE SPACE SAVED FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE AND PARK
AS LONG AS YOU LIKE.

A WORD FROM OUR
HEINZ

DEMONSTRATOR
MRS. GRACE LOOMIS

♦♦♦♦
Attention Housewives!
Why not let Heinz Co. help solve
your Food Problems these warm
days. Try cut these simple menus
and prove to yowrself how qnirkly
meals may be prepared the Ilrinz
way.
'

Start Breakfast With—
Heinz Ire Cold Tomato Julre
Heinz Rirr ••lakes

For Luncheon—
Some Sandwiches quickly prrparrd
with Ilrinz Sandwich Spread or
Pranut Rutter—Letture with Rus
sian Dressing made hy combining
Heinz Mayonnaise Salad Dressing
with Hrinz Chili Sauer, some
Heinz Fresh Cucumber Pleklrs or
Hrinz Sweet Mixed Pickles.

SWIFT’S PIG SALT PORK,... lb 13c
CORNED HOCKS

lb

09c

Large

SNIDER’S TOMATO JUICE 20 oz tin
DEVILED HAM UNDERWOODS 2 thTinsoz.

LAMB LEGS............... ............ lb
LAMB FOREQUARTERS......... lb
Re lie less Veal Roast.
Boneless Pot Roast.
Rump Roast.
Churk Roast,
Newly Corned
Boneless Brisket.

lb 25c
lb 29c
lb 25r
lb 16r

LB.

I.ean Thick Rib.
Middle Rib.
Navel Ends.

20c

lb 20r
lb 12e
lb lie

lb 15c
Stewing Lamb,
Boneless Sirloin Steak. lb 35c
lb 30c
All Round Steak.
lb 35c
Rump Steak.
Boneless Rib Oven Roast, lb 25r
lb 35e
Cubed Steak.
lb :!0e
Veal Steak.
Veal Chops.
lb 30c
lb l»c
Stewing Reel.
lb. 19c
Hamburg Steak,

P. & G. SOAP, Cake Free ... 7 bars 25c
GINGER ALE, Pale, Golden;

large bot 10c

KRE-MEL DESSERT, all Have rs,

BAKER’S CHOCOLATE,

3 pkgs 10c
*/2 lb cake 19c

CRAB MEAT,

Heinz Cream of Mu broom Soup or
Gumbo Creole Soup, both appetiz
ing and Delirious.

DIAMOND COFFEE,

2 cans 41c
2 lb tin 17c
lb 15c

WELCH GRAPE JUICE,

pint bot 19c

Ilrinz Cooked Macaroni

Spaghetti with Tomato Sauce
and Cold Meat

Hrinz Currant or Crabapple JellyMission Olives with Cracked Ice

Heinz Fig or Date Pudding
Try the Quickly Prepared Foods.
On sale all this week at greatly
Redurrd Prices

♦ ♦ ♦♦

HEINZ KETCHUP.

Kip’d Snacks, 3 tins 13c Bulk Tea,
Ivory Soap, lge cake 09c Wax Paper,
Jell-0
3 pkgs 17c Ivory Soap,

2 cans 25r
bottle 18c

HEINZ TOM ATO JUICE. 3 can Mr

HEINZ RICE FLAKES. 2 pkg tic

lb 23c
3 rolls 16c

4 bars 21c

pkg 17c Bulk Dates,
lb 44c Dried Peas,

Sanka Coffee,

3 Ibs 29c
qt 17c
lb 17c

2 can® 19c Marshmallows,

Midco,

MIRACLE WHIP,............... qt jar 39c
BANANAS, Golden Ripe,.... 4 lbs 19c
Tresh Western

Rendezvous

HEINZ SOUPS.

ROCKWOOD COCOA,

Grapenuts,

Heinz Raked Beans

Heinz Ketchup or India Relish

HEINZ APPLE RI TTER, Jar 15e

Maine

TO COOK WITH YOUR GREENS!

For Dinner—

July 26 TO Aug. 4

MARANACOOK

July 30

PERRY'S

Why not rome in and get Mrs.
Loomis' ideas for ihe menu of your
next rluh lunrhron or pirnir sup
per. She ran help you greatly.

£|(»ortsmell's

LONG COVE
Service at St Oeorge s Church will
be Holv Eucharist and Sermon at 7.45.
The summer sale oT St. Oeorgc's con
gregation will be on the lawn of Mrs.
Emma Nelson, 2‘i miles south of St
Oeorge village, or a mile north of
long Cove. The revised date ls

EGGS,

Peaches,
basket 49c
Plums,
2 doz 29c
Cal. Oranges, doz 23c
Native Cabbage, lb 03c
Native Beets, 5 bchs 25c
New Potatoes,
pk 33c

uoz

Country Roll

BUTTER,

LR.

Pure

LARD,

LBS.

Evaporated

Ameriran- Pimento- Kraft.

MILK, 2 ■CANS

CHEESE, ’41b pkg J
Super-Mix

Us

CHOCOLATE

JOY CAKE
RHIDf IN IVIRV s AC*

GOLD MEDAL FLOUR,
“Kitchen Tested" 24!i lb $1.09
5 Ibs 29c
SUGAR.
lb 27c
BITTER.
SHORTENING.
2 Ibs 31c
1-2 lb 10c
CHOCOLATE,
EGGS,
dozen 35r
pound 10r
COCOA,
RAKING POWDER. 10 oz ran lOr
SODA,
pkg 07 e
SALT,
pkg 05r
BUTTERMILK.
quart (IKe
CONF. SUGAR.
2 Ibs 15r

Salad Dressing Q‘r<
Fruit For Salad,
2 No. 1 tins 27c
Cocoamalt, */2 lb tin 21c
Peaches, 2 Ige tins 33c
White Hotue Coffee 22c
Pears,
2 lge tins 39c
40-50 Prunes,
lb 09c
Shaker Salt, 2 pkgs 13c
HANDI-ROLLS
Vinegar,
gal 29c
(Steel Wool)
Dog Food,
4 cans 27c
3 pkgs 25c

Three 4 oz cans 25c
Flavor-Ade, 2 pkgs 09c
Mazola Oil, pint tin 27c
Chicken and Egg

fjrt
DUCKLINGS, lb £?C

fancy

FOR
FREE
DELIVERY

TEL. 1234

23c

Prrparrd,

7 oz Glasses

Mustard,

3 for 25c

Parked in beautiful
drinking glass

3 Ibs 21c

lb 27c H5Ov%K,‘25f
flew

Cream Tartar, lb 29c
Tapioca, 2 pkgs 15c
Vanilla, 2 oz bot 16c
Dry Mustard '/^lb 18c
Spices 1 ]/2 oz pkg 05c

Kingan’s

FRESHLY CUT FISH STICKS

CHICKENS,

STICKNEY & POOR

Sandwich Spread

NOODLES/'11

NATIVE BROILING

GUARANTEED QUALITY
By

Minced Ham,
Frankforts,

Black Pepper, 3 oz 8c

R?.«TAt™roiE Wheaties
25«AND 2 Pkgs.

GENUINEI
HAND CUT >
ON SILVER. PLATED BASE
SENDM^AmMINNEAPOLIS

SALES SLIP

showu-c

PURCHASE 2 PKGS

WHEATIES

Jlahkel

" EVERYTHING TO EAT '

25c

Dally Deliveries to
Thomaston
Owl’s Head
Rockport
Cresrent Rearh

Every-Other-Day
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TALK OF THE TOWN

GENEVA ROSE HUKE IS WINNER
IN FIRST PRIZE IN CONTEST

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
July 20- New England States Veterans
Firemens Muster at Portland.
July 21—Boston Yacht Club's annual
cruise disbands at Camden.

COMING REUNIONS
1—Ingraham family at

Au(
Knox
Corners.
Aug. IS—Light reunion at Light's
Pavilion. Washington.
Aug 22—Hoffses reunion at Jolges
property. Thomaston.

Band concert, Pubjic Landing. Sun
day night. Parker Stinson vocal
soloist.

Ralph Conant ls having a week's
vacation from the Willis J. Ayer
store.
Deputy Sheriff Lloyd Crockett of
North Haven was in the city Tuesday
on official business.

Lewis H. Smalley ls having hls an
nual vacation from Swift At Co.'s and
was ln Boston last Monday.

Mrs. Ella Hyland will be chairman
of public supper at the Undercroft of
St. Peter's Church Saturday.
Bradley Kincaid, famous radio
broadcaster, will be at Park Theatre
ln person Saturday. He will be heard
ln mountain ballads.
The offlee of Supt. E. L. Toner at
the McLain Building will be closed
from July 19 to Aug. 19 while Mrs
Elsa Constantine, clerk, takes her
annual vacation.

Applause from every
street in this hot city
for suits you’ll buy

on sight
Praised not ouly by the men who

wear them but by the wives and
swrrthrarU who frown on hot.

grourhy escorts.

Flying down to Zero ... is what

you really feel like in these cool
suits . . . you’re a new man for the

An Important meeting will be
held Friday. 7 p. m. at the Le
gion hall. All members urgent
ly requested to attend. Defi
nite plans to be made to partici
pate Tuesday. July 23, at Au
gusta, when the citizens of Au
gusta and members of James
Fitzgerald Post, American Le
gion, will give a reception and
dance to Frank E. Southard. De
partment commander; Carl F.
Fellows, grand chef de gare;
Queenie Bickford, department
vice president of the Auxiliary,
Herbert Marston, county com
mander. The plans call for a
parade starting promptly at 7.30
p. m . with a Drum Corps exhibi
tion at Camp Keyes, followed
by a reception and, dance at
Island Park.

The Mt. Desert Playhouse at Bar
Harbor. Leighton Rollins, director,
opens its eighth year with a drama
festival on July 20-22-23. when a
modern version of Aristophanes'
"Birds'' will be given ln the out-door
theatre at the Building of Arts.

Manager Rawley and his St. Oeorge
colts will romp onto Community Park
at 530 Friday afternoon. Intent upon
annexing Rockland's scalp. Mana
ger Gardner may have a word to say
about that.

A keen "People You Should Know"
Get the answers to questions
fan has been found Her name ls asked In our stories, by telephone or
Geneva Roic Huke. She has turned in person, write answers in your own
ln a 100 per cent letter ln the "Peo manner. Mail or bring them in to
ple You Should Know" knowledge The Courier-Gazette and there's not
contest, the winners for which are another thing to do except wait a
announced today for the first publi week and see if you were awarded a
cation last Thursday. She wins the prize.
first award of $2 Dr. Walter P. Con
Last Thursday's Flashes Tell Us
ley walks away today with the $1 sec that—
ond prize.
Albert 8. Peterson, good-will build
To these who havp not yet gotten er and president of Fuller-Cobb. Inc.,
into the charmed circle—you still has adopted “Quality and Service" as
have an opportunity. The "People the two foundation planks upon
You Should Know" contest is prov I which he is building the success ol
ing exceedingly popular and each day his fine department store.
brings added Interest.
John H. HcLoon at his progressive
Join this fun and educational con Sales and 8ervice headquarters, can
test. You will enjoy lt. and it will ir supply you with genuine standard
more popular than the Crossword parts, for 85 percent of the automoPuzzle, or “Ask Me Another "—besides biles manufactured, through the
you may win an award.
| United Motors Service.
A log cabin on wheels with accom
panying fixtures which would delight
any true sportsmen, was seen in
Rockland Tuesday. It's purpose was
to advertise the great sportsmen's
show soon to be held at Lake Mar
anacook. Over 2500 guides have been
invited to compete and there will be
prizes amounting to $15,000.

price of a Sunday motor trip . . .
your handkerchief stays in your
poeket ... no mopping or moping

. . . your legs feel like dancing and

DRUM CORPS ATTENTION

Page Three

your arms like swinging.

Come in today ... try on your size
and leave your othrr sighs outside.
Linen Suits.

$10.00. $15.00

Palm Beach Suits,

$15.75

Linen Slacks,

$3.00

Jantzen Swim Suits. $4.50 to $0.95

Jantzen Swim Trunks $2.95 lo $4.95
Othrr Swim Trunks, 51.00 lo $1.50
Sport Shirts.

$1.00 lo $2.00

GREGORY’S
416 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND. ME.

Philip Howard of New Yorx and
Edwin Edwards, Jr., of Rocklr.nd had
hither a thrilling experience near
Crescent Beach this week while
undertaking to place a mooring which
was being conveyed between two
punts. When the board connecting
them was severed both boats cap, sized and both men were precipitated
1 Into the water. Edwards swam ashore
without much difficulty. Howard,
though an expert swimmer, was
handicapped by his heavy clothing,
and clung to a small boat until it
could be towed ashore.

While waiting for a taxi customer
at the Public Landing last night
George Harvey sought to amuse him
WARREN
self by spearing eels. It is feared
that the onlookers got the amuse
Maxine
Lindsey.
two-year-old
ment. however, for the spear stuck and daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Maurice
George took an involuntary bath.
Lindsey of Thomastou passed Sunday
with her grandmother Mrs. Myra Ken
The Sons of the American Legion
niston.
picnic planned for Saturday has been
Alfred Wyllie returned home Satur
postponed on account of the ina
day from the Royal Ambassador
bility of many of the members
Camp at Ocean Park where he hal
to attend at this time. Plans are now
spent two weeks, his mother, Mrs.
being made to have a picnic later.
Grace Wyllie and children Virginia
All members will be notified.
and Robert motoring for him on that
American Legion Auxiliary mem day.
Mrs. John Smith Fogg is home after
bers are again reminded of the out
ing to take place at the cottage of a few days' business trip in Bidde
Mrs. Corinne Edwards at Crescent ford.
Guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
Beach -on Monday. All planning to
attend are asked to notify either Mrs. Fred Mathews were Miss Bertha No
Edwards or Mrs. Evelyn St. Clair as ble and Fred Elwell of Portland. Capt.
and Mrs. James Creighton, and Mrs.
soon as possible.
Myra Osgood of Haverhill, Mass.
Harold Watts of Waltham. Mass.,
Daniel Sullivan of Boston, who has
been spending his vacation at hls was recent guest of Mr. and Mrs.
former home ln this city, carried a Arthur L. Perry. On return home he
Massachusetts Safety Council medal, was accompanied by his mother. Mrs.
but due to his well known modesty Rose Watts, who had spent the past
few friends were acquainted with the week with her sister. Mrs. Martha
fact. In 1931 Sullivan was doing Watts^
The Help One Another Circle of
line work for the Edison Electric Co.
in East Milton. Mass. While a pole King's Daughters, their children and
was being changed one of the men friends to the number of 60 enjoyed
came ln contact with a wire carry a picnic last Thursday at Sandy
ing 2300 volts, and was badly burned. Shores, South Pond.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Welt of Au
His life was saved by the presence
of mind of Sullivan, who managed to burn visited over the weekend with
kick him free. The medal which Mr. and Mrs. Willard A. Wylie. They
bears the Massachusetts State Seal were joined Sunday by Mrs. Clara
was presented to the rescuer by Gov. Smith of Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. Davis spent
Allen.
'
Sunday at Crescent Beach, guests of
Public supper Saturday, July 20, 5 Mr. and Mrs. Everett Cunningham,
at their cottage.
to 7. Undercroft of St. Peter's Church.
Circle of Ivy Chapter, O.ES.. met
Beans, cold meat, cabbage salad, rolls,
Tuesday evening for a picnic supper
and other good things to cat—all for
at the home of Miss Tena McCallum.
30 cents.—adv.
18 members being present.
Route 1, Chester Wyllie carrier, has
There will be a benefit entertain
been
extended about two miles, one
ment Wednesday evening, July 24. at
8 p. m. daylight at Owl's Head chape! stretch in Pleasantville, from Leon
with Mrs. Blanche Smalley Morton, ard's to Health's; and from the corner
dramatic reader, assisted by Mrs. ** Sterling to Warren depot. ResiHelen Wentworth, soloist and ac- dents are pleased with this extension
Services Sunday will be at 10.30 at
companist. Admission 25c.
86* lt
the Congregational Church.
The morning worship Sunday will
ROCKPORT
be at 10.30 at the Baptist Church;
Harbor Light Club will hold a church school at noon; Christian Encooked food sale Saturday afternoon deaver at 6, and the regular evening
service at 7.
at the store in Masonic block.

Thirty children from Rockland arc
now enjoying 13 days' vacation at The
Salvation Army Camp at Christmas
Cove. The 15 boys and 15 girls left
Wednesday and on their arrival were
welcomed by Major Phillips and hls
staff of trained workers. Twenty-two
of the children sent to camp this year
have never attended before. The
Rockland Rotary Club provided the
transportation. Dr. H. W. Frohock
examined the children.

SALE OF SUMMER
DRESSES • COATS • SUITS
BEGINS FRIDAY MORNING

This Sale Consists Only of Our
Regular Quality Merchandise

Montpelier will be the mecca of
throngs of local and summer resi- t
dents next Thursday whan observance
will be made of Oen. Knox's birth- j
day at the mansion. The admission 1 ’
price is dropped to 25 cents so that
many whole families, otherwise un
able to have the privilege may go
through-lhr wonder-filled building on
that day. Special hostesses will be
on hand to explain the interesting
points of the hundreds of Knox
relics and other features will be
offered to make the day a success.
It ts the annual custom to drop the |
admission fee as a part of the birth-!
day features and it has proven a ]
most popular point as many per- .
sons bring their children as an in- '
structlve feature and a genuine treat
to the youngsters.

Come Early
CREPES AND SHEERS

KNIT SUITS

Many reduced from

Prints and Plains

Clearance of these popular garments

$9 75 and <1095. to—

Over 100 to select from

$5.00

25% to 50% off

SPRING COATS

HATS

Drastic markdowns ... here's your chance

We have marked a large number of good

to make a saving if we have your size

hats for immediate clearance

PARTY DRESSES

9
Are Your Clothes
Being Properly
Fitted?
A man's appearance depends
wholly upon the wd> his clothes fit.
“No Truer Words Have Ever Been
Spoken"
LET

"OUR TAILORS”

Solve Your Clothing Problems
With Our New

“Made To Measure Plan”
Where You Can Buy Your

Suits, Sport Coats and
Trousers

‘Direct From Factory’
SAVE
With the Elimination of Middlr
Man’s Profit
The Season's Newest and Finest
Materials and Patterns
For Men's and Young Men's

SUITS
$18.50 up

With Try Oa
The Largest Variety of

TROUSERS
In the City
For Sporl, Dress or Work

$2.00 up
We Specialize in Matching That
Odd Coat or Vest

MODERN
SPORTWEAR CO.

615 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
Opp. Rankin Block

BURPEE’S
Funeral Service

BORN
YOUNO—At Vlnalhaven. July 11. to Mr
and Mrs Valois Young a son.
TINKER At Vlnalhaven. July 2. to Mr
and Mrs. Jotham Tinker, a son.

AND

MARRIED

Funeral Parlors
Established 1840
Licensed Embalmera and
Attendants
John O. Stevens,
Alden Ulmer
Emily W. Stevens, Ar'hur Andrews

Day or Night Telephone
450
Representatives in all largs cities
in the United States and Canada

AMBULANCE
Service Is instantly available.
Experienced attendants on duty.

Day and Night Telephone
450
361 MALT ST,

(By Charles M. Lawry)

Fort Williams, July 15.
Sunday found us with 98 visitors.
Knox County being well represented
from out of State, with Mr. and Mrs.
Elliot Peyler. Mr. and Mrs. Eelis of
Arlington. Mass; Mr. and Mrs. Mar
tin of Lexington. Mass.; and Mr. and
Mrs. Munroe of Reading. Mass.
Boxing was in order Monday night:
Flash Miller and Jabber Hastings vs.
Flash Miller and Sidney Kirkpat
rick; Kid Robinson of Battery F
boxed Battling Nelson of Battery G,
Robinson winning the decision. In
baseball the score was Battery G. 13;
Battery H. 3. Battery F challenged
any man in Battery G. but could find
no takers. Batteries F and G will
play baseball for the championship
of the second and third Battalions.
The winner will play the victor of the
first Battalion, not yet decided.
First Seigeants Collins and Chand
ler of Battery E worked until mid
night Saturday in the kitchen, peel
ing potatoes for the Sunday dinners.
Chief Mechanic Richard Lovell of
Battery F and Myrtle Flood were
married in Portland Saturday eve
ning. and somene decorated the car
with tin cans and cardboard labelled
"Just Married.”
Fog prevented the firing of guns
on Monday and Tuesday as it was
damp. A number of the boys are
quite ill from the vaccination and
inoculations. A truck driver from
Battery G has been laid up for two
days. This damp weather has made
our arms very sore, and we have one
more to come. It seems to make one
nauseated and dizzy. One mechanic
said. "They bring you up here to do
your best and then cripple both arms
so you can't." It is had to carry a
rifle with one's arm swollen nearly
tp the elbtw.
One hundred attended the danc
ing party held Tuesday evening in
the Officers' Club by the 240th Coast
Artillery, Maine National Guard, for
the officers of the Fifth Infantry and
Eighth Coast Artillery, and their
ladies. In the receiving line were
Col. George E. Fogg. Col. and Mrs.
Frederick F Black. Major Charles A.
French and Capt. and Mrs. A.
Stephen Hocker.
I
Among those dancing were Lieut,
and Mrs. Paul Brackett. Lieut, and
Mrs. George Woods, Capt. Charles
Maxfield. Lieut. William A. Kirkpat
rick. Col. and Mrs. Francis M. Mad
dox. Capt. and Mrs. Edwin H. San-

ROCKLAND, Ml.

»-«

AMES-COOPER At Rockport, July 13.
by Rev. Forrest F. Fowle. Milton I
Ames of Vlnalhaven and Miss Edith
B Cooper of North Haven.
GARNER - CALDERWOOD — At Vlnal
haven. July 16. by Rev. N. F Atwood.
Henley Garner of Denver, Col. and Miss
Catherine Calderwood of Vlnalhaven.

DIED
ALLEN—At Hope. July 17. Albion P.
Allen. aged 100 years, 5 months
Funeral Friday at 2 o’clock from the
church at Hope Corner.
IN MEMORIAM
July 18. 1903-July 18. 1935
In memory of Izzle M St Clair, dear
wife and mother that we love
We mlsa you more as the years go by.
For within our hearts there Is a long
ing
That never more can be stilled.
For no one knows our lonesome
moments.
Or how olten the tears fljl
Our eyes as w think of you.
Dear wife and mother that we love.
E R 9t Ciair, husband; LouflPEfrer.
son; Melvin Etter, son.

$ 8.95
$10.50

SUMMER SUITS
Flannels and Congo Cloths
Whites and Pastels
Gur complete stock is not marked down,
but there are many bargains

Sale of

AT FORT WILLIAMS
Next Tuesday evening, citizens of
Augusta and members of James
Fitzgerald Post. American Legion will
give a reception and dance to De
partment Commander Frank E.
Southard. Grand Chef De Gare Carl
F. Fellows, Department Vice Presi
dent of the Auxiliary, Queenie Bockford and County Commander Herbert
Marston. There will be a parade
over a short route, finishing at Camp
Keyes, followed by a drum corps ex
hibition (not contest* by at least tour
corps. Winslow-Holbrook Post Is In
vited.

$1 2.75 Suits for,
$16.50 Suits for

Silk Sale

Rayou Underwear
®
®
*

:

•
•
•

Panties, regular and extra sizes
Step-ins, fancy trim and plain
Bloomers

23c
'

Beautiful Silk Prints,
Regularly $1.00,
Pure Dye.

^2%9#»*SENTER CRANE COMPANY

born Capt Paul Emery. Lieut. Ever
CAMDEN
ett Hooper, Lieut. Moore Green
Mrs. C. A. E Eelis and daughter
wood. Lieut, and Mrs. Albert H.
Brackett, Capt. William H. Spencer. of Beachmont. Mass., were In town
Frederic’s ViUt-Tonic Spiral ................................. $6.50
Lieut. Philip Ward, Lieut. William on business Tuesday.
Mr
and
Mrs.
Will
Wadsworth
and
Frederic’s Vition Croquignole ..................
6.50
R. Hoffses, Lieut. Everett K. Mills,
daughter
Jeanne
of
Belmont,
Mass,
Frederic
’
s
Combination
Spiral
&
Croquignole
6.50
Lieut. Percy W. Blaisdell, Lieut, and
Mrs. Kenneth J. Woodbury. Major are guests of his sister. Mrs. Frank
Nestle Super Oil Spiral............................................
5.00
Willis M Chapin. Major George E Gilmore. Sea street.
Castle
Success
Oil
Croquignole
............................
5.00
The YMCA drive is progressing
Kcm, Majoi Alonzo B Holmes, Major
Ends Only ......................................................................
3.00
in fine shape and the amounts re
Richard SftVille, Capt. and Mrs. How- i
ceived to date are very satisfactory
ard W. Lehr. Capt. Clyde C. Way.
D. J. Dickens and Miss Lillian Grey
Major Nels C. Stadig. Lieut. Oeorge
are high line so far in cash and
H. A. CLARK. Prop.
Burnell, Lieut and Mrs. Granville C.!
pledges submitted The next report
Shibles. Ctpt. Charles Hewett, Capt. will be held Thursday and the flnal
CAMDEN—DIAL 2019
Chester H. Slader. Lieut. Philip H. i
84-86
meeting July 22.
Newbert. Lieut. William J. Manning, i
Mrs. George H. Thomas entertained
Lieut. Warren E. Feyler. Lieut. John the ladies of the Methodist Society
•$+.n-+++.i.<..s.«.j.,’..}+++.^.>+++++++++++++4"»"»4-»->+-!Jordan. Capt Percy Graves. Lieut. J. 1
Wednesday afternoon at her home on
V Williams. Capt. E. A. Stickney. ( Bay View street.
Battery F won the Second and
Knox Temple, Pythian Sisters, met
li is seldom that one finds high quality merchandise *
Third Battalion championship base Tuesday afternoon at the Legion E
ball game.
rooms. Sewing was in order in the
presented at bargain prices but this is the case with ♦
R HE afternoon and supper was served at
these—
?
Battery F ........ 8 0 0 0 1 1—8 12 7 6 o'clock.
THREE-PIECE MOHAIR PARLOR SUITE
Battery G
1 2 3 0 0 1 —7 5 5
The Camden-Rockport Lions Club
Batteries. Robbins and Libby. Bat met at Wadsworth Inn Tuesday night
TWO-PIECE TAPESTRY PARLOR SUITE
tery O. Benson, Alexander and B. and there was a large attendance
See these pieces and appreciate the
Paiement. Struck out. by Robbins 11; Rev Horace I. Holt of Warren spoke
Remarkable Low Price
by Alexander 4. Home runs. Upham on the subject "Zionism." "Chick"
and Robinson.
Maynard and Marcus Chandler were
Battery F will play Battery A for guests. It was voted to buy beach
FURNITURE
the. championship of the 240th be balls for the public beach.
CHISHOLM BLOCK
TEL. 811
BOCKLAND. MAINE
fore we leave camp.
Mrs. Abbie Wilson is assisting lit
Bugler Ervin Brown has been called Stirling Hastings' newstand during
**++*4-4-*'»4-4-+-l-+*+-!.-l-4‘'l-4’4’*‘»4'4>+4>++4>*4>4>**+*‘»-»*4'*4-4'4-4-4-4>
to serve for Batteries D and H. be the summer.
sides Battery F. He is classed as one
Jesse H. Bates and family have
of the leading buglers in the regi rented the Huse homestead. 51 Elm
ment. Heavy fog kept the guns silent street, having moved from 9 Free
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday. street.
Wc may have to stay over into next
week if we cannot fire earlier, as the
Special dry cleansing. 80 cents,
shots must be fired before we leave plain garments, men and women.
Fancy Native Fowl.................................................. lb .30
Peoples Laundry. Tel. 170. City. 74-tf
camp.
____________
s
Broilers........................................................................... lb .35
The third inoculation came Thurs
Twenty kinds of delicious home
day afternoon Three of the truck
Roasting Chickens....................................................... lb .32
drivers are out of commission, also made Ice cream arc always available
Campbell’s Tomato Soup.... 3 cans .25; 1 doz .90
Sgt. Mechanic Kennedy of the Trans at Chisholm's Spa. Main street, at
Legs Real Spring Lamb............................................. lb .28
portation Co. A and F are furnishing Lindsey. Prompt, courteous, efficient
six truck drivers, as the sick members curb service on Ice cream, college icas,
Fore Quarter* Lamb.................................................. lb .16
arc from the third battalion. More and fountain drinks available at all
We bona them for.................................................. lb .18
times.
85-91
news on arrival home.
There are nice for baking.

BEAUTY SHOP SPECIALS

BETTY BEAUTY SHOP

i

BARGAINS IN QUALITY

JOHN B. ROBINSON

JAMESON S SPECIALS

Good Old Potatoes............................................... peck

.12

Large California Bunch Carrot*.................. bunch

.08

AYERS

New Bunch Beets...............................................bunch .05
New Cabbage ........................................................... lb .03

Wc only wish that wc could show every mother the
clothing and furnishings we have for boys, and tell
them the prices. We are sure that a big load would be
taken off their shoulders.

Swift’s Clover Bacon........................................... lb .35

New Cauliflower....................................................... lb
Campbell’s Tomato Juice,14 oz can........ 3 cans

Lucky Dog Food........................................... 4 cans

CHILDREN'S WASH SUITS arc simply beautiful. Wc have
them for play or dress, and the price is
79c, $1.00, $1.50, $1.98
BOYS' SHORTS in covert cloth and linen arc in big demand at
this season ............................................ . ................................ 59c, 79c
BOYS' DUNGAREES, too, are selling fast al .................... 79c, Sl op
BOYS’ SLACKS, in eolUiu, at.................... -...................... $1.00, $1.50
BOYS' SWEATERS. very preUy .............................. $1.00. $1.25, $L98
BOYS’ SHIRTS in cither long or short sleeves ............................. 79c
FOR MEN WE HAVEOVERALLS or DUNGAREES ......... . ..................................
DRESS SHIRTS ....................................................................
WORK PANTS ............................ ..................... . .....................
SLACKS ............................................ -............................ $1.15,
BATHING SUITS, all wool ..................................................

.25

.29

Bert says If he had a dog he would like this food.

Pint Jars Grapefruit Juice .............................................. 20

Doles Hawaiian Pineapple Juice ................................ 15
Pint Superba Grape Juice .................................................15
Crosse & Blackwell’s Orange Marmalade, lb jar

.25

Crosse & Blackwell’s 14 oz Tomato Juice, can .10
Dundee Marmalade,............................ 1 lb crocks .38

$1.25
$1.50
$1.50
$1.98
$1.98
All goods guaranteed. Can be returned and motley cheerfully
refunded

WILLIS AYER

.12

$1.00,
$1.00,
$1.19.
$1.50,
$1.50,

Lowest price for years.

15 oz. can Fargo Orange Juice..............................

■

' .15

J. A. JAMESON CO.
743 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

TEL 17 OR 18

r"

Every-OtEer-Daf
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WHAT MONHEGAN WANTS
(Continued from Page One)

our party ashore on the sand beach
There was no wharf, only a few fish
houses, rudely constructed A farm
and barn stood on the hill, a few head
of cattle, one horse, and about 300
sheep that roamed the remote woods
The Island was then In its primitive
state.
To show you what has happened
I shall take my figures from the Town
Report of 1934
I shall give Its
2.15 and 8 "Found—A Olrl Scout" valuation for taxation, and its normal
and "Burled Treasure” are both valuation, all having taken place
bright and amusing plays and the within 50 years and still going for
proceeds will be used to defray ex ward Resident propertv for taxa
penses of the girls in attending sum tion. 872.550: real estate, nen-resldent
mer camp
$90 070; total real estate for taxation,
Miss Rowena Morse of Medford. $161 620 Value of land $46,365. value
Mass., recently visited Miss Dora I. or buildings. $115225. Added to this
Gay at Martin's Point.
a stone pier at a cost of $10,000 But
Mrs. Isabel Boothby gave a dinner the normal value of this property
party Sunday in honor of her father,! today ia worth double this amount.
Charles Lilly, who observed his 88th ) Among the summer visitors at this
birthday anniversary. Members of i island each season are some 20 artists
the family at table were Mrs. Frank 1 who have to their credit paintings
Call, Dresden: Alton Thwlng off
that have t been sold for fabulous
Hebron, Mrs Myra Freeman. Miss prices and may be found in the art
Jean Freeman, Mr. and Mrs. Joe galleries of many of the leading cities
Walker, osllndale Mass . Mr. and Mrs. There are more than a dozen studios
Fred Lilly. Oardiner. Mr. Lilly and 1 located here, all of which are oc
Mrs. Boothby Mr. Lilly, one of the cupied ln the summer season We
most respected citizens in town, ls a take a visitor up the street r.ear the
remarkable man for hls age. walking ' school building where he reads an
to the village, a distance of nearly a. Inscription on the large bronze tablet
mile, several times a week even ln ■ set ln stone and learns of the early
winter, and with mind keenly alert to discoverer of this Island He becomes
the events of the present He ts a interested
"Have you no church
most Interesting conversationalist here?" he inquires.
and an ideal h06t.
“Oh. yes. w« shall soon show you
The Star Theatre, under the man one of the churches that Nature
agement of Harold Perry, opened
created for us" We reach the
Tuesday night with the presentation Cathedral Grove telling him this Is
of “Mississippi" with Bing Crosby as
where we often hold church services.
star. A Western Electric Sound ma
There are about three pews in this
chine has been installed and the new
forest church with Its stately trees
venture appears likely to meet with
from 60 to 70 feet high with large,
success.
bushy tops that shade the mossy
ground and lend enchantment. Its
’’Why In the world did you ever natural pulpit our visiting preachers
write a policy on a man ninety-eight delight to occupy. The "century
years old?" .asked the indignant In living crow", whose birth was in their
tops, has become old and died, but
surance inspector.
"Well," explained the new agent, "I here these trees yet stand, massive
looked in the census report and found and tall, a fit shrine for aumble
there were only a few people of that worshippers to hold communion with
age who die each year "—Arcanum their Maker.
The visitor is wonder-struck with
Bulletin

The Perfect Tea for

JL

WALDOBORO
Mrs Elmer Wincapaw passed the
weekend with her husband at Lin
colnville Beach.
Miss Emily Stewart of Portland has
been guest recently of Mrs. Theresa
Keene

Mr. and Mrs. S. H. Weston and Mr
and Mrs L T Weston have been at
the Weston camp ln Bremen where
Mr and Mrs. Otto Klmmlch of West
New York N. J., are passing the sum
mer.
The First National Store has moved
to the store formerly occupied by F.
A. Hovey. Mr. Hovey is located in
the store ln the Paragon Button
Corp, block previously used by Solo
mon David.
Miss Anne and Miss Sera Ash
worth accompanied their uncle,
Oeorge Ashworth, to St. Johnsbury,
Vt., for a visit
Mrs Clifford Clark and Miss Jean
Clark have been in Lisbon, N. H., for
a few davs.
Mrs. Maude Hoak of Oardiner Is
guest of Mrs. Alice Flint
Troop 1 Olrl Scouts are giving two
plays In the Scout room July 19, at

MOSQUITOES
inject Poison
Mosquitoes live on human blood.
Before ahe can draw your blood,
however, the mosquito must first
thin it by injecting a poison.Thus
aoiquit*** annoy—sro Jangerows,
■preed serious disease spiJssiics. Don’t
take chances. Kill masguitoas, flies,
epidart with FLY-TOX — proved heat
hy 10,000 teats.
sis
Accept no subst/tutee...demand

FLY-TOX

the natural scenery We tell him to
follow on. and we soon come to Black
Head. 112 feet above Uie sea level.
He looks out over the broad expanse
of ocean and we Inform him that
this was one of Unc.e Sam's watch
towers during the Spanish and World
Wars. We proceed half mile farther
south to another promontory, Whitt
Head. 112 feet above sea level also a
favorite lookout during tne late
foreign wars. We pa*s on to Oull
Rook Head, a high peak, and Almost
surrounded by water
After the
visitor’s exclamations of wonder we
continue a few rods to a full view of
the harbor Now the opportunity ‘s
affotded to show that we have mote
than 40 boats engaged In this kind
of fishing.
• • • •
The men in these fishing boats
catch from $.S(X) to $6000 and $7000
worth of fish each, and moorings ol
enormous weight are necessary to
hold these boats In many of the
storms that visit the island This is
why we are knocking at the door of
the U 8 Capitol for a breakwater to
take care of boat property duilng
winter storms when our shores are
being lashed by the fuiv of old (Keans
mighty waves.
There are two beacons of warning
here, mainta'ned by 'he government,
where we would like the breakwater
From two to four excursion steamers
bring each week fnm 200 to 300
visitors. As manv more on sailing
yachts from other States drop anchor
here.
A first class ho’jl The Island Inn
will accommodate 150 guests. A cozy
little library ls close by where
standard books may be obtained. The
New Monhegan House. Mrs Elna
Neilsson. proprietor. Is an up-to-date
hostelry.
Hotel the third is called Trailing
Yew and is governed by Mrs. Jose
phine Davis.
Pollock arrive in large schools and
seiners get not less than 20 000 to
30000 pounds, measuring from a foot
to two foot ln length, weighing from
5 to 15 pounds each
One of the boats went out last year
and in four hours came in with 63 000

Grace, these two appliances
have made my life over!”

pounds of fish, the little power boat
loaded to the water's edge. This catch
was sold in less than four hours after
being caught for $268 Next comes the
herring. Scarcely a day goes by that
500 or 600 barrels of these fish are
not taken, and little more than a
stone's throw from the Island. But
the mackerel are the fish that have ’
the money value. 25 to 200 barrels ofttmes resulting in sales of $100 to
$1000 at one haul. It's a beautiful
sight for people who have never seen
deep sea fishing.
Off shore one can often see the
mighty finback whale blowing hls
horn and gorging himself with her- |
ring and
mackerel.
Frequently
’
M
7 1
fishermen land large tuna fish (we,
call them horse mackerel) weighing
from 400 to 800 pounds. I have seen
Ss many as 70.000 pounds of cod
landed ln one day at New Harbor,1
not one less than 15 pounds and
some as heavy as 60
• • • •

WATCH KIDNEYS j at the strand friday-saturday 1'
SAME AS BOWELS !----------------------------------------Va* Oat Tm TFJM Fait «< Kitaj TaU

Tour bowala contain only 17 feet
of Intestine*. yet tbe kidney• contain
nearly 10 million tiny tubes or Alters
which would measure 7»,200 feet if
laid end to end. Therefore, lt 1s Just
as important to watch ths kidneys as
the bowels. Kidneys are working all
the time and are one of Nature's chief
ways of taking the acids and poison
ous waste out ot ths blood.
Healthy persons pass thru the
'bladder $ pints a day and get rid ot
more than 3 pounds of waste matter.
U you pass less than this, your 71,200
feet of kidney tubes may be clogged
with poisonous waste. This ls a
«“<«/Knal and may be the beglnnine of nagging backache, leg pains,
joss of pep and energy, getting up
®Uhta swollen feet and ankles, rheu
matic pains and dizziness.
Kidneys should be watched closely
and need cleaning dut the same aa
bowels. Ask your druggist for
DOAN’S PILLS, an old prescription,
which has been used by millions of
kidney aufferer* for over 40 year*.
They give happy relief and will help
to wash out your 71.200 feet of kid
ney tubes. Get Doan's Pills at your
druggist. © 1834. Foater-MUbura Co.

We are jusUy proud of the light
house. said to be of the best on the
Fred McMurray and Lynne Overman In the roles of federal agenta pro
VINALHAVEN
New England coast The lightkeeper
vide a thrilling series of adventure* In “Men Without Name*," the picture
too. ls one uf the beat.
Miss Aura Williams left Monday to
On the west side of the harbor is visit ln Wollaston. Mass., with her which will be shown Friday and Saturday.
a fog horn or siren whistle, which in aunt Miss G race Roberts.
merits Tuesday, but will be at the night of Mrs E C. Moran, Jr., Rockfoggy weather, rend Its shrill blast
Mr and Mrs. Edwin Maddccks office Friday, July 19, hours 9 a m to, land
every 30 seconds Three miles south
came Saturday from Weymouth, 720 p. m. All future appointments1 Mrs. Alonzo Spear of Waltham,
west of the Island Is a lighted whirl
Mass Mr Maddocks returned Mon may be made through hls Rockland Mass . who. with Mr Spear is visiting buoy. AU of these beacoru we ap
day but hls wJe will reman for a office, telephone 1073 —adv.
ing at the home of E. H Piper, was
preciate. but the one thing most
visit with her mother Mrs. Andy
....
taken to Community Hospital Monessential ls a suitable bpeakwater
Johnson.
1 day as a result ot a fall at their home
about two thirds way across the south
Ames-Cooper
Rev. and Mrs N F Atwood were
on Spear street which ts being re
entrance to the harbor
At Rockport July 13 by Rev Forrest
dinner
guests Tuesday of Mrs Abby
modeled.
The sea planes rarely land, but
F. Fowle Milton I. Ames wa' united
Russell Staples and family have
with a good breakwater hundreds I Roberts at Eastholm.
in marriage to Miss Edith B Cooper moved from the Whitmore house on
Preston Lincoln who has been
would visit us
of North Haven The bridal couple Union street to Olencove, where they
last summer on a foggy day some vlritlng Miss Audrey Ames the past
were attended by Miss Helen Stone will occupy the Robert Oregory house
two
weeks
has
returned
to
North
AtI
of our fishing boats ventured out as
of Camden, a cousin of the bride and at the romer of Gregory avenue and
mackerel was scarce and very high tleboro. Mass
Cleveland Whittier of Rockport.
Commercial street.
Maurice Gross and Miss Esther J
priced When the Natalie B arrived
The bride is the daughter of Mr
E H. Piper of Spear street ls a
on'the east side of the Island, the Phelps of Portland were guests Sun
and Mrs William Cooper of North
surgical patient at Knox Hospital.
captain discovered a very large day of Mr and Mrs. Irving Flfield.
Haven and is a graduate of North
Misses Jane and Judith Wooster
excursion boat about ISO feet in
Mrs. Harriet Jones returned Satur- yjaven High School, class ot 1933
of Bangor are spending two weeks
length with more than 60 passengers day from Rockland
Hie gcom who is the son of Aubrev
with their grandparents, Mr and Mrs.
on board She was only about twice
Mr and Mrs Orrin Smith of Ames of this town was graduated
B P Wooster, while their parents. Dr,
her length, from dangerous White Rockland are in town for a few days.
from Vinalhaven High School Ir.
and Mrs. Ralph Wooster, are attend
Head and was rolling and pitching
He Is emnloyed on yacht'
Miss Eliza Patterson has returned 1928
ing an Osteopath convention in Ohio.
ln the angry waves The captain of
from a recent trip to Canada, and ls Stella owned by George Lewis of
Miss Marion Weidman. Miss Louise
the Natalie B took his dory and went
_ ,
guest of her mother Mrs A. U. Pat North Haven.
alongside.
He a'ked the captain
The newlyweds will reside at Dark,Pempeny and Oe°T*'
terson.
what he was doing there “I am lost”
tored to Lakewood Tuesday night and
There will be a dance at the Rain- ' Harbor, Islesboro. They have best
he replied. He was then told that he
attended the performance "Post
wishes
of
many
friends.
was on the back side of Monhegan bow Saturday night with music by t
Road"
and ln a dangerous place If tt should Cuddy Curtis Band of six pieces from
ROCKPORT
North Haven.
breeze up.
UNION
Mrs
Joseph
Hutchinson was
"I have never heard of Monhegan
Mr and Mrs Orlando Cole and Mias
hostess
to
the
Mother
and
Daughter
before. Wont you come on board
Mr and Mrs Clarence Leonard and
Marion Head of the Curtis Institute
and show us the way Into your Club at her home Tuesday.
children. Mrs. Helen Leonard and Mr.
of
Music
are
staying
for
the
season
Miss Allegra Ingerson returned
harbor,” said the skipper of the
at the home of Mrs. Cora Wentworth. and Mrs Brazier of Thomaston spent
Tuesday to Augusta.
excursion boat.
Sunday at Swan Lake.
Amesbury Hill.
Mrs Flora Ames and granddaugh
The Nitsumsosum Club and their
Mr and Mrs Henry Ames motored
ter Oertrude Hanley were in Rock"We haven't much of a harbor here lend Monday to meet Miss Madeline husbands met Monday evening for Sunday lQ Northport
especially ln a gale and it's so near
wh0 will be her guest for a few bridge at the home of Mr. and Mrs. J
Frederick Richards High honors were ' Miss Lorraine Smith of Boston was
right now that I shouldn't dare take j wee|C5
i
you anywhere else." said the local
OuesU Sunday of Mr and Mrs won by Mrs Clarence Munsey and weekend guest of Mrs. Lillian Prouty.
fisherman.
The visiting boat was Angus Hennigar were Mrs. Merle Bert McIntyre with Mrs. Clyde Spear
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Fossett mo
taken around into the harbor and Hutchinson and son Richard. Miss and Douglas Bisbee receiving low tored to Cadillac Mountain Sunday.
anchored until morning and the next | o^hy 8pofford of Rockland and scores
Mr. and Mrs George Barron and
Mrs. Catherine Thompson of Rock
day piloted by Captain Brackett to J Mr and ^irs. clarence Hennigar of
son
Malcolm, Mrs Nellie Ludden of
land
has
been
visiting
her
daughter,
Rockland and safely anchored Inside )
Thomaston.
Beverly, Mass, visited Tuesday witft
the breakwater. Captain Brackett
Mjw pnizabeth ctjer of Athol, Mrs. Albert Larson, the past week.
Mr and Mrs. Howard Simonton I relatives in town.
wa.s well rewarded for hls services. Ma£S vtalu.d 8unday wlth Mr. and
Miss Laura Rob .ins substituted at
(Alice Steward) left Saturday night
and I only mention this Incident to Mrs R Stoddard
shdw the necessity of a breakwater at
Miss Joyce Wright of New Jersey for D^olt. Mich, where Mr Simon- the telephone offi:e Monday after
Monhegan Island.
I ls guest of her mother Mrs. Etta ton has employment. They were ac noon.
Capt Brackett, a large property Wright.
companied as far as Portsmouth. N
Mrs. Lela Creighton of Melrose,
owner here is a strong advocate of a
jjrs L0UjSC Wareham is attending H„ by Gertrude Havener who will Ms is., is in town for a two weeks' va
breakwater and was much surprised summer school in Concord. N H.
visit her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Lester cation.
on return from Florida to learn that
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Smalley re Havener for a few weeks
Mrs. Lillian Prouty celebrated her
a new survey had not yet taken place turned Tuesday from Denver. Col.
Mrs. Ada Upham and son Earl ol
80th birthday anniversary Sunday, re
I most earnestly advise the river where they attended the Educational Thorndlkev'lle were guests Sunday of
ceiving many relatives from out of
and harbor survey to interview some convention
Mr and Mrs. Lou Upham.
town as visitors.
of the old residents on this matter,
Miss Catherine Simonton and Miss
The first meeting of the Silver Tea
Mr. aind Mrs. Irving Matthews
namely, Capt 8tanley. Capt. Walter Club was held at the home of Mrs. Anna Faille of Bogota. N. J., are ocDavis. Capt. Fred Davis, Capt. Collo- Edna Coombs Friday afternoon, cupying the Chester Pascal cottage at visited in Bar Harbor Sunday.
Miss Mildred Collins is having two
more. Capt. Frank Perree Capt Leslie Lunch Was served and an Interesting Ballard Park for the summer.
Davis. Capt Raymond Chadwick, and ] game of famous authors played. A
Gerald Richards, son of Mr. and weeks' vacation from duties at the
Capt. Ernest Brackett.
pleasant afternoon was spent with Mrs. Frederick Richards, has returned Jones Sanitarium. Mrs. Bernice PayN. J. Hanna
home from a week's visit with his son is substituting for her.
■Oh, Edna

*
aunt. Mrs. A H. Carroll, at Rockland
Beginning next Sunday, morning Highlands.
service at Union Church will com
Members and guests of the Tryto-'
mence at 11 o’clock. The first bell help Club to the number of 36 mo
will ring at 10.45 and the last at 11. tored to Swanville Monday evening
Sunday School hour at 9 45
and were entertained at the home of
* * * *
Mr. and Mrs. Zenas D. Hartshorn. A
PERIODIC PAIN
Due to flying conditions Dr. Strat- picnic SUpper Was the first pleasant
erHIS medicine ton was unable to be tn Vinalhaven fpalure UWe#
arranged in the
A eases periodic Tuesday but will be ln hls office on sun
overlooking the lake,
in sod discomrt. It makes try the arrival of the boat Sunday morn- Oalnes and music were also enjoyed,
ing days endur ing, July 21, until its departure 8unMrs Carrle Whittier and daughter
able. Mrs. Garvin day evening—adv.
Mrs.
Woodbury Bailey of Bath were
Burnett of Scott
• • • •
callers Tuesday at the home of ChesGtv, Kansas, says:
Dr. Walter P. Conley, optometrist
-I had such cramps
ter i» P&scaI
I could hardly was unable to keep his office appoint- '
Qf
stand on my feet,
visiting
her
sister,
Mrs.
Douglas BisI had severe headaches, dizziness
and blue spells. Your Tablets
; bee, Jr.
helped me wonderfully.”
Mrs. Ralph Blakeley, chairman of
Sold at all drug stores. Chocolate
the
entertainment committee of the
'
Start
today
to
relieve
the
soreness
—
---- ’ Trial size only 25 cents.
aid healing—and improve your skin,
coining Rockport Carnival-Regatta re
em^with the safe medication in ot
quests that those wishing to take part
| in the amateur program for Friday
TABLETS
[ evening, Aug. 10, communicate with
Monhegan. July 15

BELIEVE

"When

I think of the long hours I used

to spend in a hot kitchen struggling with a

C

messy cookstove and trying to make the best
of that old refrigerator of mine . . . well, I'm

surely glad it's over with!"
You just can't make work out of getting a
meal with a Westinghouse refrigerator and

{^RrokenOut?'

a Hotpoint electric range in your kitchen.
down pay

Everything seems to take care of itself; as a

A small

matter of fact, you can be miles away and

ment delivers and in

dinner will actually prepare itself — auto

stalls both appliances.

matically.

What is more, these two appli

OT

ances cost but a few cents a day to operate.

In most cases they actually save you money

A few cents a day

. . . time . . . your health.

pays for them.

2

j

ELECTRICITY
it now available to everyone under
the new rates after on ly a limited
use of electricity.

POWE

INE
OMPAMY

That Joyous Feeling of Youth
Comes To Folks Past 40
Refreshing Morning Health Drink Astonishes Ailing Folks

ASK ABOUT THIS
SPECIAL LIMITED

OFFER TODAYI

CENT

Resinol

—5 Weeks’ Test Costs Next To Nothing
Wealthy people travel abroad at great
expense to the celebrated Spas of
Europe to drink the mineral waters that
act on stomach, liver, bowels and kid
neys and cause them to function
naturally.
When you purchase a Jar of Kruschen
Salts that lasts 40 days you can have
for your morning health drink the
equally youthening and health-building
minerals that you would have to pay
a handsome price for at European Spas
Millions of people, the world over
take their little dally dose of Kruschen
because it keeps them feeling lit and
tine all the time.

■ • X3et - Kruschen and gain ln energyvitality—know the Joy of living—free
from harmful acids and toxins.

Kruschen Salts are sold the world over
—millions of people take their little
dally dose of Kruschen—why not do the
same and get rid of annoying aliments
such as headaches, dizzy spells. Indiges
tion, sleeplessness and nervousness—
in other words—“get that Kruschen
feeling of youthfulness and activity"—
try one Jar—then If you are not Joyfully
satisfied—money back
Directions: Every morning take as
much Kruschen as will lie on a dime In
your morning cup of coffee or tea (taste
less that way) or in hot water if you
prefer.
A Jar of Kruschen 6alts taken as di
rected above should last 40 days and
costs but a trifle. Oet It at any drug
store ln the world—a new lease of life.

her as soon as possible. She is also
arranging for a kiddle parade and deI sires a large number of entries. Chil
dren are to be in costume, and may be
' accompanied by their pets, etc.
Warren and Percy Oliver of West
Newton, Mass., spent the weekend at
The Birches, Beauchamp avenue.
Mrs. Huse Richards has returned
home after a few weeks at the home
of her daughter, Mrs. Raymond Hen
derson in Camden.
Miss Sadie Collins and Miss Lillian
Bowker of Auburndale, Mass., and
Miss Constance Collins of South Port
land were overnight guests Friday at
the home of Chester Pascal, enroute
to Isle au Haut for the summer.
Mrs. Charles Wooster ls visiting her
son Kenneth Wooster and lamily in
Bangor, while Capt. Wooster is on a
trip to Boston.
Mrs. Veda Brown and Mrs. Edna,
Robbins were dinner guests Monday

Miss Madeline Hills has employ
ment at the Community Sweet Shop,
South Hope.
Royal Grinnell of Chicago recently
visited with his patents, Mr. and
Mrs. Herbert Grinnell.

Several from here attended the
orcus at Camden Wednesday.
Mrs Irving Maltnews entertained at
bridge Friday afternoon ln honor of
her mother, Mrs. Hillman. Honors
were won by Edu McKinley and Ethel
Creighton.
Mrs. Anne French ana r.liss Maiy
Young, the guest star at Lakewood
this week were dinner guests Sunday
of Mrs. H. L. Robbins.
Mrs. Percy Marks and two children
of Bath were weekend guests ol Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Ayer.
Mrs. Hillman who fyas been visiting
with her daughter, Mts. Irving
Matthews, returned Sunday to Calais.
Members of the Community Club
were entertained Tuesday alternoon
at the home of Mrs. Ida Goss. Picnic
dinner, in charge of the president,
Mrs. Herbert Bowes, was served at
noon. A short business meeting fol
lowed with 26 members and seven
guests present. Beano and brluge
proved popular for the remainder of
the afternoon. The next club picnic
will be Aug. 13, at Mrs. H. H. Stick
ney's cottage, Crawford Lake. The
committee in charge will be Mrs.
Caroline Abbott, Mrs. Sadie Cunning
ham, Mrs. Lila Burrell and Mrs. Annie
Butler.

Why Slitter tortures from Rlienma
tism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscular
Lameness, Sprains and Bruises when
METHYL BA.’.M
will bring almost instant reueiT
JOHNSTON’S UROG STOttfc
JVJ Main St., opposite Knot County
Trust Co., Rockland
Sent Post Paid on receipt of price
SO cents
14-1
,-Th-tf
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“Socony
Has the Best
Maps,Too”

Page Five

CUSHING

fOR DISHCS?
RINSO! €V€RYBODYS USING IT

Miss Isabel McLeod of Charleston,
The last Rebekah Circle of the sea
has employment at the Rockwell
son was held at Mrs Helen Ouahrc's
cottage, Bird Point.
with 12 partaking of dinner. The
Miss Holly Richardson of East
Circle was especially fortunate ln
Aurora, N. Y„ who is passing the
*'iving Mrs IJzsle MoCorrlson on this
summer at Boothbay, ls guest of
occasion She has not been able to
Louise James at Bird Point.
attend the previous meetings, except
The mowing machines are busy
the last one when she entertained at
her home
Among the Rebekahs
these days, as nearly all the men here
are haying.
present were Mrs. Amy Esancy Mrs
Adella Oushee. Mrs Lizzie MoCorrl
Miss Florence Mendelson. a music
son. Mrs Inez Arrington, Miss Alice
teacher of New York, ls visiting Alice
Lovejoy and Mis« Ruth Arrington
MacMillan and son Walton, at their
summer home here
Mrs. Joshua O Wentworth Is con
valescing from her recent Illness Dr.
Mr. and Mrs Charles Rivers
Tuttle was the attending physician.
daughters. Ernestine and Retta of
He was also a professional caller this
Washington were In town Sunday and
week at Mrs. Ella Perry's
calling on old friends.
8everal young people from AppleHiram Ulmer of Waldoboro has
.... ,
been a visitor here the past week
ton attended the dance at Searsmont
Saturday night Mrs. Myrtle CulllMr. and Mrs. WlUls Vinal, son
Josef and cousin Robert Burklck,
nan of this town received the 16
Quickly loosens grooso
award
were weekend guests of William Mc
Namara.
Donald Emery of Pawtucket. R. I.,
—saves the hands
ls visiting hls grandmother. Mrs
Miss Barbara Fales Is again at the
HE instant you put greasy dishes
into Rmso’s creamy, lively suds—
Adella Oushee
home of her grandparents. Mr and
ibtj im'l tntij »») inert/ Whiskt Mrs W F. Flint where she ls assist
Appleton baseball team emerged
victorious In its game Sunday with goes the grease. And in a twinkle your
ing In the care of her great grand
diahea and glasaware art bright and
Liberty The score was 18 to 4. The shiny. Puts and pant come clean in a
mother, Mrs. Nancy Bushnell
battery showed decided advantage jiify, too. Rinso is wonderfully kind to
E. J Winston, postoffice Inspector
over the opposing team, while the your hands. Keeps them from getting
who Is spending the summer at
fielding contributed greatly to the that ted, rough look.
Medomak, made an offlcal visit at
Marvelous for TUB WASHING Stub
outcome.
the South Cushing and Pleasant
Miss Elizabeth Pish spent the week clothes whiter. Grand in WASHING
Point postofflces the past week.
MACHINES. Get the BIG package.
end with Mbs Olive Oushee
W W Taylor has sold hls farm at
Mrs. Edith Ourney has returned
Pilot Point to a Mr Bailey of New
from Massachusetts whAe she has
York who will occupy lt this season
PORT CLYDE
beln spending a few weeks' vacation
Mr Taylor Is moving hls household
Mrs Freda Calderwood and her two
furnishings to storage ln Rockland
A fine program was given in the
children are visiting her mother. Mrs
Miss Annette Cogan of Warren ls
Baptist church Friday evening, closOrace Brown.
guest of her aunt, Mrs. F. O Olsen
j Ing a successful Bible -school conand family.
! ducted under the management of
Mrs Muriel Morrison of Rockland
BURKETTVILLE
Miss Emily MacDonald of Rockland. ls visiting her grandmother, Mrs
I
The Baptist Circle will hold Its Mary Morse
Ms. Ella Llnacott, daughter Ortet
and Shirley, Arlene, Clarice Orinnell, summer fancy work and food sale
Levi Ulmer ls recovering from a!
all of Randolph Vt.. are spending the July 31 in the library community recent illness.
rooms
summer at their home here.
Mrs. Lucia Goddard entertained
Mrs Crystal Porter has moved into
Miss Virginia Thompson has em relatives from New Hampshire the
past week, and together with her 1
the Charles Smith rent.
ployment in Rockland.
Howard Rowell of East Gardner
Mrs. Jane S.mmons has been ill the sister. Mrs. Barnes, niece and her'
Mass., is passing a vacation with her past
weeks
husband. Mr. and Mrs. Van Pierce of J
parents Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Rowell
Miss Rosamond Wilson of Boston Fort Meade. Fla., visited their old '
M.ss Alice Hart has employment at
ls passing two weeks with relatives home in Searsmont.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry McDonald j
Dr. Tuttle's of Appleton
here.
lready this summer, thousands of grateful
Ouests at 8 B. Miller's Monday I
daughter. Phyllis, and Miss Marion 1
Dr. Carroll and friend of Belmont.
l motorists have thanked us for the up-towere Freddie Paine and Miss Mar-!
Oifton, are occupying Mrs. Orace
Mass.,
were visitors ln town recently.
Jorie Jackson of Waltham. Mass. also
the-minute maps and road information they
Payson's house for two weeks
Mrs. Maxwell and Miss Roberts
Bobby Jackson who remains for the
William Hall is confined to hls bed
received at Socony Dealers. Many of them are
have returned from a visit in New by illness.
summer.
enjoying vacation and holiday trips we sug
Dwight Collins, who has been hay York.
gested for them in “Socony-Vacuum Tours and
ing for Frank Kimball. Rockland
Mrs. Ethel White and daughter
NEW HARBOR
Highlands, has returned home
Detours,” our monthly travel publication.
Lucy of Holden. Mass., are guests of
Wilfred Robinson of 8t. George Mrs Lucy Marshall at Land's End
Mrs. Raymond Bishop and daugh
We invite you to use these travel helps, too
called on friends here Sunday.
j Mrs Richardson and granddaugh- ter Phyllis of New York City are
... as well as the many other friendly services
Mrs. Sabra Morang has moved to; ter oj i^ncaster, Mass . are at Mrs. spending the summer with Mrs.
her home
tWlldwood)
recently Richardson's cottage for a few weeks. Oeorge Fowler and children at
Socony Dealers render. As for the gasoline you
bought
from
John
Storer
• ■ • .
(Weatherwlse cottage.
get at these dealers—you know it must be
Nelson
Calderwood,
Linwood
Ezekiel S. Jones
| Mr ant* Mrs ®en Smith of Fairgood—for Mobilgas is the largest-selling gasoline
Mitchell and Kenneth Mitchell have
field were In town over the weekend.
Ezekiel Jones. 80. an esteemed citl- |
finished haying for Robert Thurston
in America today!
Dr. and Mrs. Dana 8 Newman of
zen of this town, died July 5 after |
Mirs Christine Norwood and friend
Rockland spent last Thursday with
Stop at the Sign of the Flying Red Horse for
several months of 111 health. Mr ] Dr.
and Carl D Hutchinson at their '
of Rockland were callers Saturday at
Jones was native of Olenmere but
all your motoring needs. Today, more car owners
Mrs Elden Maddock’s.
cottage.
had been a resident of this place for
Lester Oould and daughter Ruth
go to this famous sign than to any other!
MLss Ada Wentworth has been suf
{several years. Hls wife. Cora <Davis)
of Milford. Mass, recently called at I
fering trom an abscess She has been
the home of Unwood Mitchell.
Jone8' dled a ,ew
ago
In Lewiston for several days, but re-I
He is survived by one daughter
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Kennard and
turned to her cottage Saturday.
Miss Bertha Jones, with whom he
son of Portland were guests last week
Mr. and Mrs William Loud and '
made his home and who was mo t de
at F J. Hatch's.
family passed last Sunday at Old .
voted during the years of her parents'
Illness. Mr. Jones also leaves a Orchard Beach.
A party from Oardiner occupied '
CLARK ISLAND
grandson. Mavnard Thompson, and ,
several nieces and nephews as well
Tompson cottage for the week
Charles Ellis of Rockland, presi
end.
as
a
host
of
associates
who
will
miss
,
dent of the Epworth League was the
Mrs George Richardson and friends
ipeaker at the evening service Sun a kind and genial friend.
from the West dined Friday night
Funeral
services
were
held
at
the
day at the church There was a large
at the Samoset In Rockland.
attendance which lt Is hoped may be home, Rev John Holman of the AdMrs. Bodine Fowler was entertained
vent
Christian
Church
officiating
repeated next 8unday. Mr. Ellis ls,
,
at
the Perkins summer home in Dam
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ellis I The floral tribute)! were beautiful,
ariscotta Sunday at dinner
Bearers
were
of Rockland formerly of this place B“rfrs
Byron Davte Rodney
Davis. Frank Harris and Charles ] Miss Rose Coyle of Newton, Mass.,
Lewis Hart remains confined to hls Cushman Burial was In the Ridge and molher ha"
to sP*"d
home by Illness.
the summer with Miss Mary Coyle
Blanche and Dorothv Chaples of cemetery in Glenmere
at the McFarland cottage.
Martinsville were recent guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Detwlller of the
NORTH WARREN
their uncle, Charles F. "hAPles
Ooenold Arms visited over the weekMrs. Harriet Mllqulst and daugh
Otto Thompson of Medford, Mass., j end with friends In Wiscasset
ter Florence of Hlnghim, Mass, are visited Saturday at E J. Kalloch's for' Mrs Ellen Richardson, Mrs Elizavisiting friends and relatives here
a few hours.
Search and Miss Mary 8earch
The hour of Sunday School here is
Harold Howard of ! reoently motored
at 8 30 a. m and Christian Endeavor i Mr. and Mrs.
George Files returned to New York
Belfast were callers Sunday at Mabie
at 6 30 p m.
city on the boat Sunday night after
Mr and Mrs. William Williams and Crawford’s.
spending two weeks with hls family
Miss Merriam Niemi and friend of at the VgVg cottage.
daughter Arlene of Quincy, Mass.,
were recent visitors at the home of Fitchburg. Mass., recently visited with | Stanton McFarland and Worhy
Mr. Williams' mother, Mrs. Jesse Wil the former's parents for a few days. Fowler attended a birthday party at
liams. During their stay, a picnic j Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Mank and the Townsend home in celebration of
was enjoyed at Smalleytown with Donald Mank spent Sunday evening Teddy’s fourth birthday.
Games
Mrs. Williams' sister. Mrs William with Mr and Mrs. Lester Mank.
' were played and Ice cream and cake
Erickson.
Miss Gertrude Mank ls staying with served.
Mabie Crawford this week.
Mrs. Ben Adams and a party of
FUN . . . MUSIC . . . GAIETY! Tune in “Socony Sketchbook,”
Miss Gladys Mitchell of Union Is friends from Wiscasset were callers
SIMONTON
Radio's Newest Show—WABC 8 to 8.30 P. M. Fridays
guest of Doris Mank for a few days. Sunday at E. A. McFarland's.
Nathan Talenbloom. son David and
Social Uplifter—Do you know that | Voice from the Rear—It's a good young daughter, Fay, of Everett,
one-half of the world doesn't know thing some people know enough to Mass, are guests of hls brother and
how the other half lives?
' mind their own business —Kansas sister-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin
Talenbloom, at C. J. Mathews' place.
Mr Talenbloom, who ls employed by
the Standard Oil Co., as electrical
“Mother says everybody know*
how important a well-balanced
engineer, will return to hls duties
diet is... and the says Shredded
the last of the week. The children
Service to Vinalhaven, North Haven, Stonington, Isle
Wheat ia an ideal food. She must
will remain with their uncle and aunt
au Haut, Swan’s Island and Frenchboro
be right It tastes fine and I feel
for a longer visit.
(Subject to change without notice)
fine.”
Mr.
and
Mrs,
Howard
Simonton
(Eastern Standard Time)
Crisp, golden-brown Shredded
(Alice Stewardi who were recently
Wheat
is just right for youngsters
SWAN’S ISLAND LINE
married, are in Detroit, Mich., where
... contains the vital health ele
"STEAMER NORTH HAVEN"
Mr. Simonton hopes to obtain employ
Effective June 20th To September 15th, Inclusive
ments necessary for strong banes
ment. Mrs. Harvey Simonton of
Read Down
and teeth... for sturdy growth.
Detroit
is
guest
Mr.
and
Mrs.
R.
L.
DAILY
DAILY
EXCEPT Sunday
Simonton.
EXCEPT Sunday
SUNDAY Only
SUNDAY Only
The farmers here are finding it
P.M.
A.M. P.M.
A.M. P M. A.M.
difficult to get their hay owing to the
7.15
Ar.
12
00
7.00
4.30 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND,
frequent rains
The ground ls
6.15
Ar. 11.00 6.00
5.40 3.30 9.05 Lv. NORTH HAVEN,
5.15
thoroughly soaked and where grass
Ar. 10.00 5.00
6.50 4.40 10.10 Lv. STONINGTON.
4.15
Lv. 9.00
11.10 Ar. SWAN'S ISLAND,
ls cut it falls Into water with very
8.00
Read Up
little sun to dry lt.

Priced to save

you money NOW!

T

A

The Sign of

Mobilgas-Mobiloil

“ENERGY”

VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND STB. CO.

VINALHAVEN LINE
“STEAMER W. S. WHITE”
DAILY
EXCEPT Sunday
Only
SUNDAY
A M. P.M. A.M.
5.00 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND,
6.15 3.30' 9.15 Ar. VINALHAVEN,

DAILY
EXCEPT Sunday
SUNDAY
Only
P.M.
A.M. P.M.
6.00
Ar. 9.45 5.45
Lv. 8.30 4.30
4.45
76-tf

EDDED
HEAT
Adi fcr dre package drereiog the picture rf
Nugere Palb read lire red NBC Uoreda leal

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY “tJnnads Bakars"

Only Ford offers

all these Features
1. 80 h.p. V-8 engine — ex
haust valve aeat ineerte —•
new crankcase ventilation
S. Full - Heating rear aale —
pinion gear elraddledmounted

3. New rib-cooled eeli-centerisg brakes

4. Full Torque-tube drive
with radius rods

5. New centriiorce heavyduty clutch

4. Extra-heavy frame with full
channel depth croee memberi
7. Forward Load Distribution
— More room in cab end
more loading space ahead
ol rear axle

THAN

The Ford V-8 Truck at its low first cost has no
rival in the lli ton field ... its design, quality, power,
ability and economy are outstanding . . . and the
famous Ford Exchange Engine and Parts Service
permits the owner to keep his truck in peak condi
tion at the lowest possible cost.
AUTHORIZED FORD DEALERS OI NEW ENGLAND

FORD V-8 TRUCKS

Eery Imi tbrentbl‘»rtrul Crttltl t ottbeity
—AatberittA Ferd
Fm~K,PL—

MORI

■EXPERIENCED truck operators — men who depend
upon their trucks for a living —demand three
things in the trucks they buy:—low first cost—long
life—and low maintenance. The Ford V-8 Truck
offers critical buyers a time-proved vehicle having
every required factor for profitable operation.

KVIR

WEST WALDOBORO

J

AMKRICAS

GREAT

MATINICUS

Mr. and Mrs Ivan Phllbrook and
Wilmer Aines have returned from a
mo’or trio (o Montreal bv way of
Massachusetts and Vermont.
Frltil Foote has arrived (for the
summer and is planning a cruise in
hls yacht.
Mis O H Sellers and party of New
York and New Jersey are staying at
Ei nest Young's.
Mrs Iavon Ames spent a few days
In Rockland last week.
Caot S'uart Ames made a special
trip out from Rockland last Thurs
day bringing a car for Julia Young
and taking back a load of cattle for
William Small of Rockland
The dance Saturday night at the
hall was well attended Accordion
music was furnished by Vernon Hup
per of Criehaven
Friends of Mrs Ydith Tolman will
be Interested to learn of her mar
riage June 29 to Livingston Gray of
Rockport
Harold Bunker return' 1 Monday
from a .ri»» to the numlai .1 accom
panied bv Us bride formerly Miss
Rena Merrill of Turner.
Barbara, youngest daughter of Mr
and Mrs. Norman Thompson recently
sustained a broken collar none as re»u!» of a .all.
Mrs E P Cooper nnd daughter
STONINGTON
Dorothy of Wollaston. Mass.. 'iavc ar
Mrs G M Duke, son John and rived end will spend lhe summer at
their home here.
grandson Robert Whitcomb of Med
Mr, and Mrs. Walter Furnell and
ford. Mass., and Mrs. Llewellyn Duke
Dr. and Mrs. 8tanley Baldwin of
and two children of Melrose. Mass,
are at the John Duke house for a
month.
Charles Bye. who spent the week
end with hls family here, has re
turned to Portland where he has em
ployment.
Mr and Mrs. Harold Hutchlnron
daughter Alberta, Merle Warren and
Susie Carter have been on a motor
trip to Bar Harbor.
Delmont Flfield ls visiting hls par
ents, Mr. and Mrs Sylvanus Flfield.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Dority and
daughters Bernice and Florence were
visitors Sunday ln Sargentville.
Dennis McMahon. Mr. and Mrs.
James McMahon and John McMahon
motored to Rockland Sunday Mr
McMahon will enter tne hospital
there for medical treatment.
Margaret Haskell ls passing a va
* Sturdy, rugged Dodge helped me
cation with her parents Rev. and Mrs.
laze a way through trackless wasteH B Haskell
lands In the Per last,** writes Roy
Chapman Andrews, famous explorer.
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Robinson of
• And new Dodge blazes a new trail —
Portland passed the weekend with
the economy trail. I know my new
her parents Mr. and Mrs Anthony
Dodge costs lees to run than a
small ear.**
Bye.
Dodge owners® very where are getting
Mr. and Mrs. R. Webb Noyes of
gas snd oil mileage heretofore con
Ann Arbor, Mich, are with Mr. Noyes'
sidered beyond reach. Many figure it
parents, Mr. and Mrs. D. Jewett
costs less to own a Dodge than a
small, competitive mske. They say
Noyes for a vacation visit.

Mr. and Mrs. Freelon Vannah and
ton Sherman of South Waldoboro
were guests Sunday of iMr and Mrs.
Dewey Winchenbach.
Frank David ts spending several
days In Attleboro. Mass.
Mrs. Harlow Oenthner is a surgical
patient at the State Street Hospital
ln Portland
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sheffield of
Wo'ces'er pa sed the weekend with
Viola Kuhn.
Misses Lois and Mona Winchen
bach of South Waldoboro are visiting
their grandparents Mr and Mrs. Al
ton Creamer
Milton Ware and son Donald of
Worcester. Mass., spent the weekend
with Owen Winslow
Mr and Mrs. Harold David and
daughter who have been visiting Mr.
David's parents. Mr. and Mrs. Frank
David, returned Monday to Attle
boro. Mass
Mrs. Charles Kaler has been guest
ol her daughter and son In Massa
chusetts.
Mr. and Mrs. Harlow Oenthner
were visitors Sunday at the home of
Mr and Mrs. Ashley Oenthner In Me
domak

TRUCK

VALUE

S'amford Conn . are snet ling a va
cation at We.-ton Ames’ place.
Mr and Mrs. Llovd Rhodes of
Rockport are visiting friends on Ma
tinicus Rock.
Hilda Thompson and Isabelle Ames
have returned from a visit with
friends In Vinalhaven.
Mr. and Mrs Jane McKenzie of
Homerville Mas? are nuosts of Mrs.
Er'her Ames
Miss A'ice A-*—’ a’ Medford,
Mass., who has been passing a few
weeks with Mrs Esther Ames, has re
turned home.

SEARSMONT
Community Chureh Note*

Rev. Alfred H. Ives pastor Morn
ing wor hip at 10:30; church school,
11:45; evening service. 8

There will be a f rawb-rry festival
this evening. Thursday, from 6:30 to
8.30 at the church under the auspices
of the Ladies Aid. A buffet lunch,
strawberry-shortcake, aud strawberry
ice- cream will be on sale Games will
be in progress all during the evening.
The aunuil dally vacal on chuicll
school will be held at the Ghent
schoolhouse beginning July 29 All
children and young Folks who are
interested are requested to confer
with Mr or Mrs Ives.
In the 90th anii.vcrsary and old
home Sunday program to be held Aug.
18 many of this town's former minis
ters will participate.
— —— .

DODGE BLAZES ECONOMY TRAIL

•eye
ROY CHAPMAN ANDREWS

their gas and oil savings quickly I
up the difference in price.
Drive a Dodge yourself. Make tbe
FREE economy test. See how pleas
ant, comfortable it is to drive with its
“Airglide Ride" and “Synchronistic
Control." Dodge gives you the protec
tion of all-steel bodies and genuine
hydraulic brakes, yet coats only a few
dollars more than the lowest-priced
cars. List price now only $645 and
up at factory, Detroit

.

Every-Other-Day
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Llnwood, all of Portland, and Mr j
and Mrs George Frazier and daugh
Advertisement* ln this eolumn not to
Mr and Mrs. Prank McCallum of ter Gloria ot Olamon. spent the week-.
exceed three lines Inserted ones for 25
end
with
Mr
and
Mrs.
Earle
San-1
I
cents,
three times for 54 cent*. Addi
Waterville spent a day recently with
tional lines Hve cents each for one time.
AMPICO Player Plano for sale, with
born
at
17
Pluker
street.
A
family
10
cents
for three tlms*. Bis word* many
Mr and Mrs. R. W. Walsh,
rolls. Victor cabinet phonograph
make a line.
and One records, antique chairs and
Mrs. Oliver Hahn and children. Ro get together was enjoyed, including
—
And
The
—
other
furniture.
sewing
machine.
land and Evelyn, have returned after motor rides and a fishing trip to j
KLAGGE KROFT MANOR. South Hope
a visit with Mrs. Hahn's mother. Mrs. Rockland They all report they were
UED GLENWOOD range with coll for
much pleased with their first- visit to;
Hamilton, in Holbrook. Mass.
sale. TEL 851-W____________ 86-lt
Mr and Mrs. Rodney Bucklin and this place ajid thc many things of (
214 STORY house for salt, all In anon
repair kt 4 Free St . Camden, 10 room!
| son Arthur who have been living in interest found here.
bath, ahed and stabla, S-5 acr# of
Agriculture
cay Community House at 1 o'clock. [ BLACK leather pocket book, coalaln- and
land, extra houBe lot on Free street
A
scetion
of
new
bleachers
has
been
lns
4
larvr
sum
of
money,
two
wrist
Vinalhaven. are making their home
The following will b’ I watcher loat Sunday between Tenant's LEROY S ALLEY_________________ M*90
At the egg laying contest for thc standard.
in the Avesta Bucklin house on Me built on the new baseball field Game week of June 9, Oeorge Coleman ., present: Bristol—Mrs. Annie Winslow Harbor Church and Log Cabin road 'ONE 28 In band -aw (or sale, one saw
Reward MRS MEDA MAILMAN, Uver- bench with saws belt,, etc. one arm
today at 5 30—Thomaston vs. St
chanic street.
pen of Rhode Hand Reds from Wis- and Mrs. Mary Crooker; South Bris-1 more Falla. Me___________________ 85-87 aander F M TIBBETTS. Camden. 7*1.
The Vacation Bible School was or George.
86-88
1 casset placed third with 81 points.
tol—Mrs. Mona Farrin and Mrs , TWELVE DUCKS found. July 14 FRED 775.
PURE BRED Guernsey bull calf for
L
SIMMONS.
Friendship
_________
86-88
ganized and had its flrst session Tues The regular meeting of the Ameri- [
« «, • •
Maude Rice; Nobleboro—Mrs. S T I
aalr. two-mos old: also truck body, for
, day morning in the Baptist vestry. can Legion Auxiliary will be held Pri- ] ,Prof. J. H. Waring of the Hortl- Creamer and Mrs. Ruth French;
BLACK , white and tan beagle hound truck or trailer. W L. MERRIAM.
Collar Name Laddie
ard.
C.
B
Union.
85-87
Miss Emily MacDonald of Rockland day at 7.30 in the Legion rooms. Mem- cultural Department University of Orff's Corner—Mrs. Fannie Weaver MERRIAM Union
85-87
SINGER SEWING Machine for sale;
is principal and teachers are Carleen bers are requested to go prepared to Maine, recommends thinning of and Mrs Ada Elwell; Damariscotta— .
slap hard wood table 3'ix7',: reservoir
for' top of stove
64 MECHANIC ST_
apples on trees that have an exces Mrs. Lilv Waltz and Mrs. Mary |
Davis, Olive ElwelL Edna Hilt. Mrs sew.
JM-88
Tel 433-R.
♦
Theodore Rowell. Miss Gladys, Fer
The ladies of St John Baptist con sive number
Apples should be Bumpus.
FIFTY ACRES of grasa for sale In
quire ol E H BURKETT. Union. Me
nald; Miss Hester Poster, secretary; gregation are sponsoring a food sale thinned to fully six inches. This)
________ _ ________________________ 85-87
Miss Christine Moore, pianist. The in Walsh's store Saturday. Service at thinning not only makes better
Il
«
«
,
«
**********£
-REI 'RIOERATOR- (Ice), metal practi
Montsweag recently held a special I
enrollment was 45 Sessions will be St John's Church Sunday will be apples, but is a great help to the meeting on ."Book Reviews" with 23
FURNISHED cottage to rent, on Upper cally new; green and cream color. Price
reasonable. CALL 253-W before Saturday
Meguntlcook
Lake
By
week
or
month
Holy Eucharist at 9 30 a m.; sermon tree especially after thc last two hard women present. These book reports Four rooms, aun porch Boat. wood. night.
i held- daily from # to 11.45 a. m.
85-87
Icr
and
spring
water
R
A
LJBBY.
Lin

winters.
TWO NEW 12 ft row boats. new 12 ft.
Mrs. Mary < Dennison) Marden and subject, "Jesus Christ and the Faith
were given: "A Native's Return" bv colnville, Me Tel 24-12
82-tf flat bottom boat, second hand 14 ft
Bertram Long of Portland were of the Average Christian." There
Doubleender. Model T Ford engine D.
COTTAGES to let at Pleasant Beach. A WHJTMORE. Rockport Tel
William Hardy. Hope, 4-H Club Mrs. Anna Soule; “Miss Bishop". Mrs.
weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. John will be a bridge and dinner dance
South Thomaston W II BRAGG. Pleasmember, reports good results with Nellie Dowley; "Nice Long Evening.' ant Beach, South Thomaston
83• 88
July 25 at the Samoset Hotel for the
Hewett
I HAVE a number of good houses for
corrosive sublimate on cabbage for Mrs. Gertrude Munsey; "As thc Earth j FURNISHED cottage to rent on upper ■ale
In the city, also many nice value..
Mr. and Mis. Marston Simmons benefit of St. John's Church. Bridge
the cabbage maggot. This material Turns," Mrs. Gladys Sherman; "En- Meguntlcook Lake By week or month. In farms, large and small In the sur
Four
rooms,
screened
porch,
boat.
wood,
rounding
section.
I also have much
are in New York city on business.
will be at 2 p. m. and the dance at 9. can also be used for cauliflower and chanted Ground." Mrs. Laura Evans;
spring water, garage JOHNSON TAL shore and cottage property L W BEN
Mr. and Mrs. George Bates iKath- The regular Samoset Orchestra will
“Shifting Sands.' Mrs. Lillian Fitch. BOT. 5 Spruce St , Camden Tel 483
NER, 88 North Main St Tel. 247-W
broccoli.
86-88
. 86*876(88
j erin Kelleran) and Miss Clara Bates play. During the Intermission well
Montsweag plans to have another
One couch bed. dining table, two work
TWO
two-room
camps
furnished
at
known
summer
artists
will
render
vo

of Buffalo. N Y. were tourists in town
Reports received from Mrs. Charles Extension library some time this fall. Hosmer Pood. By week, month or sea ing tabic, stands, one couch cover and
son: reasonable price
E. A. DRAN. lap robe, dishes and glassware, slop Jar,,
this week, staying with Mrs John cal or instrumental selections.
Hendrickson. West Aina, Harold
Rocklaud. Tel. 671-J.
82-87 tool chest, four gal Jar. one clock, mir
rors. sit trunks, pictures, and dry good,,
j Hewett.
Chapman. Nobleboro. Mrs Oeorge
A flower show was recently held at
silverware, carpets and bedding
Cell
SHE TOLD OF BRAZIL
Mrs. Myra K Osgood of Haverhill.
Hausen. Whitefield and J. C Adams Bristol with Mrs. Mary E. Crooker as
“
'
11 L81.E BT
after 4 o'clock on Sundays.
84-tf
Mass., is guest of Capt and Mrs. James
Boothbay. on their barracks house the leader ♦ The judges were Mrs
FOUR foot slabs. 84 per cord delivered
Thomaton Folks Have a Delightful test show good production from the
E. Creighton.
Sarah E Oram and Mrs. Mary E.
In cord lots or more for sale HAROLD
Evening
With
Elizabeth
Hanlv
84-95
birds during June. The production Weeks. First prize. Larkspur and X-».♦****♦»..**« R PEASE. Box 170. Warren. Me
Among the dancers at the ball given
SIX COWS, two new milch. one Quern I by the 340th Coast Artillery Company j Danforth
being over 50%.
Meadow rue. Mrs Florence Prentice;
WE WILL buy second-hand upright sey and one Jersey for sale MURDICK
BURPEE FURNITURE CO 361 CR AMER. Washington. Mr Tel 6-2
• • • •
i 2d prize. Panslbs, Mrs Annie Wins- piano*.
in the Officers' Club at Port Williams | The informal talk on Brazil by Mrs
Main St Tel 450
78-tf
84-86
oil that ever* ent into.
Extenaive plans are being made for low. M prlzc Crimson Ramblers in
were members of Battery F. including
BOAT for sale. 15 ft. ship's yawl. 5 h p.
ONE 36 Id band sew wanted, one saw
Stephen Danforth i Elizabeth Hanly) the two day poultry school which will green bowl. Mrs. Eva Russell; for slmWhat happened?
motor, bar n"ne’
Oapt. Chester H Slader. Lieut. War
bench with saves, belts, etc. one arm Mlanu, motor, reverse gear MAURICE
84-86
A famous 25c motor oil
of arrangement. Katherine Sander F. M TIBBETT8. Camden. Tel SNOW. Rockland Tel. 1058-W
ren E Peyler. 2d Lieuts. Philip N. Saturday evening was most delight be held Aug 12-13 at the University
77J.
85-87
TWENTY-THREE FT Power Boat for
of
Maine.
The
first
day
will
be
deweeks;
novelty.
3
rosa
regrosa
roses
ful.
and
was
thoroughly
enjoyed
by
—Gulflube—has been
What it means
CHARLES HENDERSON. Thomas
Newbert and William J. Manning.
CAPABLE woman wanted for cooking sale
voted to poultry diseases, and there | on one stem Mrs Mary Crooker; spe- and
raised to thc quality level
general
housework permanent ton_______________________________ 84-86
Premr-m 0*7 Protection
Arthur J McDonald is on a two her listeners. In her own vivid way
WHY
NOT buy your lumber direct
poaltlon.
Write
W
H
.
care
The
CourierJ weeks' cruise with Capt. Albert T. she touched upon the history of the will be outstanding speakers on this ( cial mention. wild flowers arranged Gazette
86-88 from the manufacturer and save? Also
of premium oils.
iS °°*pocketboX Try
wood
from
tl up. L A PACKARD
'ubjeet.
Every
poultryman
should
,
jj
y
two
children,
Georgiabelle
and
Gould of Marblehead ln his yacht country and its heroes, its romance
SMALL marine motor wanted. State RFD, Thomaston.
81-tf
attend
these
two
days
of
lectures
from
Mary
Ella
Prentice
h
p
.
cylinders
and
price.
C.
L
LANE,
What did it?
Segochet.
art and music, with records of some
CEDAR POSTS for sate, any size, de
care Mrs Charles Butterfield, Pine St.
which
he
is
sure
to
obtain
some
in[
•
•
•
.
A phenomenal new refin
Rockport.______
86-It livered anywhere In Camden or Rock
Percy Averill is having repairs made of the songs. She had interesting formation that will be of help to him
port. Cedar trees for your lawn Tel.
25c a quart 3
d i.rs L~k-for ..»*■
ing process—the Multi4-H
Chib
Notes
OOiERNMENT
WORK
National
ex 11-33 North Appleton. CHARLES H.
pictures
also
and
a
small
exhibit
of
on his house roof, placing sheets of
during the year. A complete program
PLUMMER, the Auctioneer. North Ap
The Pownalboro Oood Will 4-H of j amination for CI«U Service positions ex pleton.
sol process-now makes
Sign of the Orange Disc.
Me
79-tf
pected. Open Men-Women age 18-50
copper in the valleys and at the pottery and other handwork. Her will soon be available which can be
For free Information to quality for proper
PITTED hard wood for sale, tt. soft
Gulflube the finest 25c
eaves Ice and snow ln the gutters |low for h" adoDted land “ rene0‘- obtained from county agent Went West Aina with Thomas Leighton. I preparation write CIVIL EMPLOYEES wood.
17: hard wood limbs. 88. long. 87;
local leader will hold its annual club TRAININO. INC . care Courier-Oazette
also lumber
T. J. CARROLL
Tel
. force water under the shingles, caus ed in her poem "R:o in December" worth Rockland.
gulf refining COMPANY
86-lt 263-21 Rockland
79-tf
which
concluded
her
talk.
tour July 19 at 1 standard. Eight
ing bad leaks, as many Maine resi
WOMAN wanted for general house
KEYS! KEYS! KEYS! Keys made to
A delightful prelude was given in
Clarence Walker of Aina has start- garden projects will be inspected work and care of child Apply In person order Keys made to fit all locks when
dents know.
MRS
BERT
GREGORY
Olencove
84-86
original
keys are lost House. Office or
The WC.T.U. will entertain new. Miss Bertha Luce's three violin num- ed Dicklng raspberries. He has some 1 Miss Clark, club agent, will be presCar. Code book* provide keys for all
OIRL wanted at 75 Broad St to go lock* without bother. Scissors end
an(j | bers. Miss Edna Gregory of Rockland of the new variety known as the ent for the tour.
No other 25< oii has all
j members, honorary members
home nights TEL 669-M,_________86-tf Knives sharpened. Promnt service. Rea
at the piano: Paraphrase of Paderew Newburg. He feels this is going tol Final rules on the Special 4-H Con
these quality points!
prices
CRIE hARDWARE CO.,
prospective members Tuesday evening
MIDDLE-AGED lady wishes poaltlon as sonable
79-tf
ski's Minuet b.v Kreislcr. Orientale b.v be an especially good berry as it is tests to be held in Waldoboro July 31, housekeeper
Country preferred
Oood Main St.. Rockland. Tel 781
1 in the Congregational ladies' parlor
1. It is Multi-sol processed.
reference*
ice*. 8> OTIS
----------ST
86-88
Cesar Cui. and Kreisler's arrange hardy and excellent quality.
for the boys are:
FVR SALE Bug Death 20c box.
Supper will be served to guests at 6
3. Its already high mileage has been
Arsenic of Lead 20c lb.. 4 lbs 60c Fungi
• • • «
• . • •
MOTOR Ole
HIOH SCHOOL graduate would like Bordo 20c lb 41bs 65c Motor Oil 2 gal
ment of The Rcsarv (NevinJ.
stepped up 20% to 25%.
o'clock A program will foUow.
position as stenographer
Willing to can 93c
Paint all colors J1 79
H L Richardson, poultry specialist,
The Half-Hour Reading Club spon
Poultry Contest
work for experience DOROTHY IFEMEY gal. 59c qt Casco
Varnish 65c qt Milk Bot
3. Highly resistant to oxidation—non
Woodrow Wilson of the American
Thomaston
84-86 tle* qta 77c dox
will
be
in
the
district
July
25
and
26.
sored
this
very
enjoyable
event
held
pu 62c doz . one-half
The winner shall be thc highest
sludging . . . extra long life.
Hawaiian S S. Lines, returns to Bos-1
HOUSEKEEPER wanted ln small fami pts 57c doz Milk and Cream Caps 30c
| in the Congregational vestry, a coo! assisting County Agent Wentworth scoring contestant using the follow
tube
of
500
Filter
Disc Hay Forks
4. Thins out less under heat . . . easy
ly TEL 163-M Rockland
86-tf
ton Thursday night after spending
11.35
Panther Hoe* 89c Humphrey
■ and pleasant place on a warm sum- on his 1936 poultry program
starting . . . thoroughly de-waxed.
ing
score
card
as
the
basis;
| a few days with his mother. Mrs G I mer evening, with many bowls of
BOARDERS wanted MRS OLIVER Hoet 99c Rakes 81 19 Bamboo Rakes
• • • •
1. Culling—30 points. Contestant PERRY Ingraham HUI, P O Box 443. 39c Wood Bow Hay Rakes 85c Scythes
5. Forms far less carbon.
E. Wilson.
Sprinklers. Strawberry
Rockland. Tel. 478-M
83-88 and Snaths
With the Homes
1 garden flowers adding their beauty
will examine ten birds and designate
and Blueberry Basket* Farmers' Favorite
6. High film strength—will not cor
A musicale will be given Wednes ' It was open to the public and thp
Two training classes are to be held
'per equipment lor I Dairy Feed »1 78
MF L. Dairy Feed
rode new alloy bearings.
day at Baptist Church at 7.30 by I silver contributions to the Book Fund on Parliamentary Practices for Farm which birds are laying and which are heavy trucking apply to MEDOMAK 8193 Stover's Pride 20 per rent Dairy
CANNING CO. 's olfice over First National i Feed 82 03.
Stover's Egg Maeh 62 25
not.
<
Birds
to
be
numbered).
| the Choral Society under the direc
m,-8fi , M F L Egg Ma«h *2 35. Growing Feed
IN CANS OR BULK.25/
totaled 110 Mrs. Danforth and Miss Bureau chairmen and secretaries 2. Answer 20 true-false statements Bank, Rockland
82 35 Scratch <2 20 Shavings 35c bale.
tion of Mrs. Grace M. St rout This
ROOM
and
board
desired
or
one
room
Luce were given charming bouquets, next week.
Stover’s Pride Flour 81 07 bag. 88 50 bbl.
—40 points. Subject matter covered
will be for the benefit of the Ladies' i arranged bv Mrs. Frank Elliot, the J Tuesday Shcepscot. at Garrison Hill by these questions must be contained w <h kitchen privilege In private family My-T-Nlce Flour 97c bag White Rose
In city Write or Call E. M AHLBKRC, Flour 87c bag Soda Crackers 3 lb box
Circle. In addition to several num 1 presentation being made by Miss Rita Grange hall at 1 oclock standard. in the "Handbook for Poultry 4-H N C Telephone Business Office
86-88 45c Pea Bean* 5 lbs 29c Salt Pork 18c
TNE NEW
lb Pure Lard 2 I be 33r Molaa.se* 63c
bers by the choir vocal solos will be Smith, vice president of the Club. These delegates are to attend: Edge- Club Members.”
WANTED—To purchase at reasonable gal
Call anytime We are always here
3. Answer 3 out of 5 questions re- price, Sailboat 16 to 18 feet preferrabl, to serve
y
given by William T. Smith Jr., Miss Flowers were sent also to Miss Greg- comb—Mrs. Edgar Smith and Mrs.
you
STOVER FEED MANU
with centerboard Apply at this OFFICE FACTURING
quiring
narrative
statements
for
anCO, Rockland. Maine.
82-tf Phone 1200
Dorothea Burkhardt, Mrs Raymond i orv. who having another engagement Ruth Haggett:Boothbay-Mrs DXtie
Answcrs ,Q thes„ or telephone Camden 8415
81-86
K Greene. Miss Margaret Simmons ; was unable to remain throughout the Butler and Miss Arlotte Giles; Mont- j
questions
will
be
found
in
the
"Hand

and Raymond K Greene. Instru- evening Sincere anpreciation ia ex-. sweag—Mrs. Anna Soule and Mrs
Legal Notices
book for Poultry 4-H Club members."
mental numbers will Include piano pre&s(?d w
of the»e Gladys Sherman; Whitefield—Mrs
Time limit—Suggest 1-2 hour cull
STATE OF MAINE
solos bv Miss Laura Meserve of Jef
Made by the Multi-sol process
! talented people who made possible Elizabeth Dunton and Mrs Minnie
Knox. SS iL8 )
ferson and Miss Irene Young Miss this pleasant occasion, aiding also j Fowles; Sheepscot—Mrs. Reba Car- ing and 1-2 hour-on questions.
Clerks
Office.
Superior Court, in Vacation
• • • ■
Rockland. July 9 A. O. 1035
Hazel Harrison, violinist, and Leon' the cause of "More Books for the i ney and Mrs. Winona Chase.
ONE three-room furnished apartment
Upon
the
foregoing Libel. Ordered. to let. with Improvements. 84 per week
Garden Grading Contest
R White, trumpeter. Mrs. Amy Tripp
That the Libellant give notice to said V F STUDLEY. 283 Main St Tel. 1154
Wednesday.
Damariscotta
at
Bis]
I
office Friday. July 19. hours 9 a. m. to accompanist The Society will be Library
John Clnnla Baptlsta to appear before
NORTHJHAVEN
’I The winner shall be the highest our Superior Court to be holden at Rock ua 339 _____________________________ 84-tf
FURNISHED ROOM to let at 493 Main
7.30 p. m. AU future appointments augmented by Miss Katherine Keat
, .'coring contestant using thc following land. within and for the County of Knox
86-88
Dr. Walter P. Conley, optometrist,
on the first Tuesday of November A D St MRS V F ATWOOI)_______
score card as the basis:
may be made through his Rockland ing. Edward Newcombe. George B
1935. by publishing an attested copy of
LARGE front room, up-stalrs, to let at
was unable to keep his office appoint
Aatd
Libel,
and
this
order
thereon,
three
1.
Grading
—
30
points
Contest

25
OAK
ST.
Call
at
the
premises
Mathews and Dr O. F Cushing. Mrs {
weeks successively in The Courier-Ga
86-88
ments Tuesday, but will be at tbe office, telephone 1C73.—adv.
ant will examine 90 potatoes and zette. a newspaper printed ln Rockland
Leila Smallev and the Junior Choir
FURNISHED CAMP at Chlckawaukle
In our County of Knox, the laat publica
designate
thc
number
which
will
are in charge of the sale of tickets
tion to be thirty days at lea^t prior to Lake; 85 00 per week W L OBRIEN.
85-87
meet requirements of U. S. Grade No, Maid first Tuesday of November next, that 242 Llmerock St. Rockland. Me
A chicken pie supper will be served
he may there and than In our said court
LARGE airy room to let. near High
1—Size A (Potatoes may be grouped appear and show cause, lf any he have, School. Home comforts, best of food.
July 24 in the Baptist vestry. In the
the prayer of aald Libellant should TEL. 43-Y.
85-87
so that more than' one contestant why
evening there will be an entertain
not be granted.
TWO FURNISHED light housekeeping
ARTHUR CHAPMAN
may
work
at
the
same
time).
ment under the direction of Mrs.
-----GERTrooms
with
bath
to
let.
MRS
Justice of the Superior Court.
RUDE SYLVESTER 23 Cedar St.
2. Answer 20 true-false statements IL .81
86-lt
Walter Strout.
FRESH KILLED
A
true
of the Libel and Order of
8INGLE HOUSE and garage to let gt
—40 pointj. Subject matter covered the Court copy
Services Sunday at the Baptist
thereon.
6 Rockland St Inquire ol D, SHAKI ER?
by there questions must be contained Attest:
Church will be: At 9.45 a. m. Bible
15 Rockland St
82-tf
MILTON M ORIFFIN. Clerk.
School: morning worship at 11. the j
STORE to let. 273 Main St. rent rea
in "Official Standards for Potatoes.”
STATE OF MAINE
sonable ELIZABETH DONOHUE. 89 Park
of Knox. aa.
(U. S. Department of Agriculture). County
| pastor's topic "Strong in the Inner 1
78-tf
To the Honorable Justice of the Su St Tel. 242-JK
3. Answer 3 out of 5 questions re perior Court, next to be held at Rock
TWO ROOM kitchenette to 'et ua.
Man.” Music. "Consider the Lilies” i
POUND
land. within and for aald County of furnished. Barter Block Tel 6II-W or
IHRIFI-PIUKATUFAGIOH
quiring narrative statements for an Knox, on the first Tuesday of November, 1017-J HERBERT B BARTER
Topliff, with solo by Miss Margaret
7a.«<
Rich, Creamy, Wholesome
swer?—30 Doints. Answers to these A D 1935
Simmons; and anthem, "O Lord, my i
FURNISHED two-room apartment to
Myrtle E Baptists, of said Rockland,
questions will be found in "Official respectfully represents that she. her let. FOSS HOUSE. 77 Park St. Tel 330.
Trust is in Thy Mercy." King Hall,
GENUINE SPRING
_________ 79-tf
name being Myrtle Efetelle
Gives Zestful Flavor to Your
Standards for Potatoes." (U. S. De maiden
with solo by Alfred M Strout. Offer-'
Kaler. was lawfully married to one
FOUR ROOM tenement at 48 GRACE
79-tf
partment of Agriculture). Time limit John 8 Baptists otherwise known as St All modern Tel. 133
tory solo, "AU the Way," Briggs. At ]
Salad
John Clnnla Baptlsta and John Slnnie
TENEMENT at 52 Summer St Mod
I 7 p. m. the topic will be "Can the;
suggested—1-2 hour for grading and Baptlsta. otherwise Baptiste, at said
Rockland, on Februafly 10. A. D 1926 by ern Improvements MRS A C. McLOON.
1-2 hour on questions.
Leader Depend Uoon You?”
Harry B. Bradbury, a Justice of the 33 Prove St. Tel 2S3-M___________ 79-tf
MODERN apartment to let In brick
Mrs. Georgia Robinson and Mrs j
Barbara Pinkham of South Bristol, Peace; that they cohabited In said State
of Maine, after their said marriage, also house at 157 TALBOT AVE. Apply on
POUND
I Benjamin 8mallev and son returned
has enrolled ln the Style Dress Revue living together out of tne atate. as premises
37_t,
and wife; that she. the said
FIVE-ROOM tenement, to let. electric
Contest. Barbara makes the 16th husband
■ Tuesday from a trip to Boston and
libelant, resided ln said Rockland wnen lights, toilet 815 month 21 Purchase St
contestant in this contest to be held the cause of divorce accrued, as herein Call II. B BARTER at 611-W or 1017-J.
J Andover. Mass. They went to that
Economical for large families
after set forth, and has resided In said
in Waldoboro, July 31.
Lynwood Rockland in good faith for more than
{ city with Mr. and Mrs Lewis Smalley
FRESH KILLED
TWO GOOD RENTS
Palmer Jr., of Nobleboro. makes the one year prior to the commencement of
j of Rockland, but returned by public
Five room house, all modern. 117 North
these proceedings; that the present resi
8th contestant enrolled in thc poul dence of the libelee ls not known to the Main St. Sun porch and garage A fine
I conveyance
libelant and cannot be ascertained by place
try contest for bovs.
i Ouy Lermond. with Lawrence H.
Six rooms on Grove 8t. All modern,
reasonable diligence, though he was a
COOKING
resident of Rockland, aforesaid, ln Octo centrally located.
Clover Farm Stores in the Pine Tree Division are giv
Dunn as companion, motored to Que
L. A. THURSTON
ber. 1927, but she now believes that he
Rockland
layout of the State of Maine: that she, Tel- D59
bec and returned this week. They
ing away Free a New Plymouth, a new Kelvinator
THE BOSTON YACHTS the
said libelant, conducted herself,
84-86
j
made
excellent
time
and
had
a
fine
towards
her
said
husband,
as
a
faithful,
and many other Prizes. Visit your Clover Farm
TWO four-room apartments to let In
RED RIPE
true
and
affectionate
wife
and
that
he.
trip.
Some Arrive at North Haven the said libelee, unmindful of his mar quire MRS W S. KENNISTON. 176 Main
St, Tel. 874-W
84-tf
Store Today.
Mrs. Edith (Sampson) Burdick,
riage covenant and duty, has been guilty
On Annual Cruise—Fog of cruel and abusive treatment towards APARTMENT at 16 Knox St . Thom
who is visiting her sister. Mrs. Willis
her. has treated her with extreme aston. with five rooms and bath. Rent
NATIVE
cruelty, and. being of sufficient ability reasonable. 4 Dunn St., Thomaston
Spoils Racing
Vinal in Warren, called Tuesday on
and being able to labor and provide for
84-86
friends here.
her. he. the said libelee, grossly or wan
No. 2’,-i Preserving Jars,
Vice Roy
The
advance
guard
of
thc
Boston
tonly
and
cruelly
refuses
or
neglects
to
j Mrs. Elizabeth and Miss Harriet
provide suitable maintenance for her.
LARGE
2 cans 19c
Quarts,
doz$109
Pea Beans,
| Dunn entertained the Sewing Club
Yacht Club's cruise enroute from said libelant, and that said libelee has
utterly deserted her. said lloelant, which
Preserving Jars,
Tuesday at their home on Main
Boothbay Harbor arri zed yesterday utter desertion has continued for more
Clover Farm
three consecutive years, next prior
— — *»*****l
I street. Members present w.ere Mrs
at North Haven Thoroughfare.. The than
Pints,
<toz 97c
Spaghetti 2 No. 1 cans 17c
to the filing of this libel.
NATIVE
That
there
ls
no
collusion
between
said
LADIES
—
Reliable
hair goods at Rock
Orover
C.
Hopkins.
Miss
Elizabeth
Center
Cut
main
body
of
the
fleet
of
28
power
Jar Rubbers, Fitzemall
libelant and said ltbelee to procure a land Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall ordei
Clover Farm
Washburn. Miss Christine Moore Mrs.
divorce
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
yachts
sail
yachts,
ketches
and
2 Dkgs 09c
Wherefore, she prays that a divorce from
Milk,
3 small cans 10c
79-1
Eliza Walker, Miss Helen Carr, Mrs
schooners were weatherbound at the bonds of matrimony may be decreed
RIPE
L. W McCARTNEY, Plumbing an
to
from said libelee, she believing Heating
Leona Starrett, Mrs. Vida Cross. Mrs.
Christmas Cove, victims of the dense thather.
Tel.
63-M.
22
BAY
VIE
said bonds of matrimony ought to SQUARE. City
g3.|
Marie Singer. Mies Anna Dillingham.
fog that overhung Penobscot Bay, be dissolved, and that such, further
orders
and decrees may be made ln the
CLEANING and repairing Suits mt
I Mrs. Nida Elliot, and Miss Nellie
making doubly dangerous the shoals premises as may seem Just and right to to order, coats reltned, suits made‘o'
COUNTRY RObL
SUNKIST
to lit. NEW YORK TAILOR, corp
Gardner. Work, social chat and re- |
Honorable Court.
2 doz 49c
and ledges surrounding the islands this
MFD SIZE
VALENCIA ORANGES,
Dated at Rockland. Maine, this ninth Main and Summer Sts
79-!
frsehments filled the time.
day
of
July.
A.D
1935
in.
this
vicinity.
LAWN-MOWERS sharpened, called i
3 for 11c
MYRTLE E BAPTISTA.
LEMONS, Sunkist,
Alton Morse, formerly of this town. ■
?.D
d
Tcd<>
„
y$,
retl
'
Satisfaction
guarantee
Among the arrivals at North Haven
Libelant.
IDE II, FOR 2 heads 25c
CRIE HARDWARE CO. Tel 791, Roc
will arrive today. Thursday, by air
STATE OP MAINE
salads
ICEBERG LET1UCE, Crisp,
load
79yesterday, headed by A. W. Moffatf County of Knox, ss
from Montreal. He is flying with the j
Rockland. July 9. A D. 1935.
3
quarts
17c
of
Boston
and
North
Haven
as
fleet
GREEN BEANS,
Personally appeared Myrtle E. Baptlsta,
' son of an official in the company
Contents)
captain aboard W. C. Lewis’ Ventrue, the libelant, above named, and made
where he has employment.
oath to the truth of the allegations ln
were C. A. Sawyer, Jr's power yacht said libel, by her signed, particularly
Otis Fales of New York city and J
NfiW
Conqust, Sidney Oleason's ketch that the residence of the libelee Is not
South America is visiting his father.
known to her and cannot be ascertained
Migrant, J. H. Blodgett's Roni. Harry by reasonable diligence.
' Capt. James T. Fales, Green street..
Before me,
Noyes' Tioga and the schooner Mari
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Sanborn. Mr. J
FRANK H. INGRAHAM,
PINK TREE DIVISION
Justice of the Peace.
gold. Mr. Noyes later left for Boston.
I and Mrs. Milton VAftdez ani son1
•
*
83-TH-89

In Everybody’s Column

THOMASTON

With the Extension Agents
Knox-Lincoln Farm Bureau

FOR SALE

; LOST AND FOUND ♦
♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦ fc

f Summer Cottages J

WANTED

;

GULFLUBE

r

TO LET

GLENDENNING’S MARKET

Telephone

^iver

993

NATIVE CHICKEN........

33c

LAMB LEGS

Two 8 oz jars,
Quart Jar,

25c
31c

MAYONNAISE, Clover Farm, 2

RED CUP COFFEE,

17c

pound 15c

Fruits and Vegetables of Crispy Freshness

23c

NATIVE FOWL......................... lb 29c

:: STEAKS::
Top Round, lb 31c
Bottom Round lb 27c
Boneless Sirloin 37c
Choice Rump lb 39c
Veal Steak, lb 39c

Apples,

4 lbs 23c

Tomatoes, 2 lbs 25c

Cauliflower, ea. 19c

Cantaloupe 2 for 29c

! MISCELLANEOUS

Pork Chops, lb 34c Green Beaus 4 qt 25c
Hamburg Steak 19c Bananas, 4 lbs 19c
BUTTER....................... ......... lb 27c

GINGER ALE, quart bots. . ... 2 bots 25c
I

A WANT-AD

SWEET POTATOES....... .... 4 lbs 23c

FIND IT

8

Every-Other-Dwy

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, July 18, 1935
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^SOCT ETY
Mrs. Jennie W. Butler, whose re I Miss Daphne Winslow who ls at'
cent arrival from London finds her I tending summer sessions at University
Warmly welcome by a large group of of Maine was borne for the weekend,
long-time friends, ls at present a and with Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Rollins
fuest In the Summer street home of are at their cottage at Holiday Beach
, Miss Marcia W. Farwell.
+
—
Mr. and Mrs. John O. Robbins and
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Karl and son nephew. Robert, of Washington, D. C . '
Richard returning Sunday from the have returned afters visiting Mr. and
Weekend at Stratton where Mrs. Karl Mrs. Jchn Beaton.
•s regent of Lady Knox Chapter D.
Mr and Mrs E. C. Cutting < Orace
A. R. attended the annual field day
i
Armstrong*
of South Portland have
of the State Chapter, called on Mr
•nd Mrs. Earl Marshall and Mrs. been guests of Mrs. R. E. Cutting at
South Warren, returning from a
Mabel Trainor Hoar at Rangeley.
motor trip to Canada which Included
Mr. and Mrs. Carl H. Sonntag have , the Oaspe Penninsula.

returned from a three weeks- trip
to Detroit. Cleveland, and New York.

Page Seven

FULLER-COBB, INC.

TWO MORE DAYS

»•• •>

OF OUR

MIDSUMMER SALE

oar

.

* * * *
The Famous "Strong Arch"

POLLY PRESTON SHOES

- .

y• ’

Regular $4.00 and $5.00 Styles

$2.95 and $3.85
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

Don't fail to look over the Odd Lot Shoes at $1.00

Plenty of sizes left in these fine shoes
* * * *

Three Dozen Pairs

To Introduce Our

•

kOLLins kurtsTOb fcositky-! t

MUNSINGWEAR HOSE

to go for

Charles S. 8mall returned to his
home at The Highlands Monday from
Memhcrs of
nf Fales
Palex Circle
Glv
Members
and famine^ Knox Hospital where he was a surgical
* * * *
.
•had a jolly outing Sunday at the patient.
Samoset Beach, with picnic supper
Mrs Katherine Coombs and Mrs
and bathing as high lights of the oc
Horace Coombs and daughter have
310 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
casion.
been guests of Mr. and Mrs. Emil
^illlllHllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllil||inilllll||il||
Misses Mary Hall and Martha Hall Coombs ln Vinalhaven.
of Honolulu, former Rockland resi
Misses Margaret and Elizabeth snow
dents. are touring Norway this sum
Mrs. Nettle Kimball and daughter
returned from Wollaston. Mass. Sun
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Anderson
mer.
day. accompanied by Mrs. Hugh B. Miss Addie Kimball of Plymouth. have as guests Mrs Peter C. Mitchell
N H. have been visiting Mr. and Mrs, and Mtss Catherine Young of Crie
Adelyn Bushnell and husband. Snow and children John and Sally,
E. H. Cameron at Holiday Beach for haven.
Marshall Bradford, went to Portland also of Wollaston. Mass. to visit Mr
several daw.
yesterday to see Miss Bushnell's son. ! and Mrs, John I. Snow for a few days.
Mr and Mrs. Henry Wall. Walter
William Manning, who ls at the C. M
Dr. and Mrs D. J. Clough of Port
Mr. and Mrs. Albert K. Glover and
E. Weeks and Miss Marv Bye were
T. Camp, then going on to Ogunquit
, children Alice and Albert, and their land are guests at The Thorndike
weekend guests at Red Apple Camps
where she expected to Join Maude
nephew Fred Olover Jr„ of Charlotte.,
Macwahoc where they received the
Adams, famous actress, who ls to ap
Mrs C. C Ames of Swan's Island
N. C., leave by motor Saturday for
customarily cordial geeting from
pear in her new play. Miss Bushnell
spent
the
weekend
at
Hotel
Rockland
Rockland to visit Mr and Mrs. John J
Mayor and Mrs McGrath.
may possibly go t othe actress' estate
with her husband Cheever Ames, who
I. Snow. Mrs. Olover's parents.
in the Catskills for a longer stay.
is employed as night clerk.
Justice Harry Manser, who was re
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Hennigar of
cently promoted to the Supreme
Mr and Mrs. John Taylor have re .South Thomaston. Miss Dorothy
Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Haines are at
turned to Fairfield. Conn., after visit Spofford and Mrs. Merle Hutchinson their cottage at Holiday Beach for Court, was a recent guest with Mrs
Manser of Mr. and Mrs Charles T
ing Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Burpee.
were In Vlnalhaven Sunday, guests of the season.
Smalley at Oinn's Point, who on that
Mr. and Mrs. Angus Hennigar.
day also had as guests Clerk of Courts
Mrs Oeorge Blaney who spent the
Mrs . Harry Oillls and children
nnd Mrs Clarence A Richards of
weekend In Lowell. Mass. returned
Miss Maxine Mears of Somerville. Pauline and Betty Ann of Thomaston.
Wiscasset In the afternoon the party
Tuesday, accompanied by her mother. , Mass., ls guest of Mr. and Mrs. BoynMrs. John Robinson. Mrs. Eben Kinenjoyed a delightful sail in the yacht
Mrs
Hattie Erskine, and
her I ton Shadie.
, ney and son Jimmy of Rockland and
Emily as guests of Mr and Mrs John
daughter Alice who had been visiting
Miss Mildred Copeland of Dark Har O Stevens, and Justice Manser for the
her grandmother for a few days.
Ouests at Rockledge Inn are Mrs bor were visitors last week at the
first time had the privilege of seeing
Martha Plank of New York. Dr. and home of Mr and Mrs Leslie Thomp
l the much exploited Owl's Head, from
Mrs Ralph L. Smith who has had Mrs. H. P Groesbeck of Schnectady.
son at 8pruce Head.
the sea
a light run of pneumonia Is much N. Y. Mr and Mrs. Charles Holden
Improved. Her sister. Miss Margeret of Hanover. N. H . Mr. and Mrs. ClayMr and Mrs. Frank A St Clair and
STATE FIELD DAY
Robinson returned to Boston Tuesday. J ton Musser and daughter Muriel, of son Jerome of Millburn. N J., are
.Booneville. N. Y. and Miss Ethel guests for a fortnight of Mr and
Miss Adelle Arbuckle of Davidson. 1 Dreda Norris of New York City.
Maine D. A. R. Dedicates
Mrs Oeorge L. St. Clair at Crescent
N. C., is the guest of Misses Sarah
Tablet To Member of Fa
Beach.
Olover and Belle Ward Stowe, of
Miss Barbara Murray went recently
mous Arnold Expedition
Charlotte, N. C.. who are summering with friends to Bloomfield. N. J. to
There will be an informal gathering
at Lake Megunticook.
visit Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Hamilton of Rebekahs Friday afternoon at thc
The little town of Stratton, nest
where she w|ll spend the remainder home of Mrs. Wilbur S Crass. 31
ling among the great mountains, was
Thimble Club met for sewing Mon
of her vacation.
Cedar street, to greet Mrs. Laura Sylday evening with Mrs Parker Worrey.
teeming with activity by nightfall of
j vester, home from Auburn for a visit.
Mr. and Mrs. E B Hall, Mrs. Emily
July 12. when the Maine Daughters
James A Shea Worcester News
Murray and daughter Barbara, were
Mias Edith M Hicks and Miss Flor began to gather for their annual
paperman. ls the guest of Miss Mau
I recent guests of Mr. and Mrs Frank ence Little of Lynn. Mass., are guests
field day. Headquarters at Arodld
reen Bums. Oay street. Mr. Shea is j Vincent of South Orange N J., at
of Mrs. Alice odney for three weeks.
Trail Inn was taxed to accommodate
the author of several books, whose Georges Lake.
characters and settings are drawn
Bernard U. Adams has been down the guests. Those who were fortu
from this locality.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Wesley Lewis of from Massachusetts looking up old nate enough to arrive early enjoyed
a rare treat ln viewing the wonder
I Freeport and Mr and Mrs Durward friends ln Rockland and vicinity.
Mrs Charles R Richardson ls very j Lewis of Portland visited Hattie A.
ful scenery for miles around.
111 at her home on Park street.
A tablet had been placed on Mt.
Higgins Sunday
Guests at Owl's Head Inn: Mrs
Hapgood Reed and Miss Martha Reed Bigelow, in Dead River Plantation
Mr. and Mrs Ralph Conant and
Mrs. Ida Swanson of Brooklyn who of Shrewsbury. Mass ; Mr. and Mrs. by Col Bigelow Chapter of Worcester,
Elijah Conant and their house guest. is visiting her brother Axel HolgerWilliam Adams and Mi's Dorothy Mass., in honor of the man for whom
Miss Emma Meservey of Fremont, son. at Tenant's Harbor, was a guest,
Adams. Springfield; Miss Rose Sears. their Chapter was named, with dedi
Neb., motored to Portland yesterday.
also, of another brother. John West- Chicago; Mr. and Mrs. Harry Forbes, cation exercises at Arnold Trail Inn.
lund of this city. Saturday. This Is White Plains. N. Y. The parents of Col Asa Whitcomb Chapter of KingMr and Mrs. Ralph Stickney, and Mrs. Swanson's first visit to Maine,
Dr. Bradford Adams are spending field was hostess and presented the
children Shirley and Eugene, and and being a lover of nature, she is
their vacation at the Inn.
following program;
Miss Jennie Ouptill were at Lucerne- delighted with the beautiful scenery
Assembly Call.
Bugle
in-Maine for the weekend, guests of about Rockland.
Mrs. Martha Viatel of Pandu'ky, Invocation.
Mrs
Sumner
C
Pattee.
State
Chaplain
Miss OuptiH's niece, Mrs. Harry Clay
Ohio is visiting her daughter, Mrs Address of Welcome Mrs C D Lander.
Mr and Mrs John O Stevens gave Carl H. Sonntag.
Regent Col. Asa Whitcomb Chapter
(Idamae Wotton).
Response.
Mrs H E roster.
I
_____
a sailing party on the yacht Emily
State Recording Secretary
National Board.
Mr and Mrs Arthur B. Richardson Sunday, theid guests Mr and Mrs
A family party at the Snow cottage Greetings from the
Mrs Victor L Warren,
and children. Albert, Charles and > J. Harry Bovnton of Lexington Mass Ballard Park. Monday night celebrat
Vice President Oeneral from Maine
Mrs
John
Welch. Cor Secretary
Margaret, of Ealing. England, have [ and Crescent Beach; Judge and Mrs ed Daniel Snow's birthday
Greetings from the Massachusetts Daugh
ters.
Mrs
Frank
L
Nason, 8tste Regent
taken Rose Hill Farm. Owl's Head, for : Harry Manser of Auburn; Mr and
from th State Correpondlng
Mr and Mrs P M. MaceLod and Greetings
the summer. They will be Joined ln I Mrs. Clarence A. Richards of DamSecretary of Connecticut
from the National Chairman
August by the other son, Ted. who arflscotta; Mr. and Mrs. Philip Tower two children, of Quincy. Mass., are Greetings
of Approved Schools
making
frequent
Rockland
visits
with
Presentation
and Dedication of Tablet.
of
Phoenix
.Ariz..
Charles
T.
Smalley
remained in England for cricket
Mrs Susan W Dexter Regent Col.
Mr. and Mrs F. A Tirrell and other
matches after the close of hls school. and Stanley C. Boynton.
Timothy Bigelow Chapter.
Worcester. Mass
relatives while vacationing at Liberty
Acceptance of Tablet.
Mr and Mrs. Hector O Staples and Lake. x
Mrs. Herbert Kalloch. Miss Abbie
Mtss Leila H Hunnewell. State Historian.
•
Klngfleld
Carter and Miss Ruth Davis won Mr. and Mrs. A B. Huntley motored
Historical Address. Miss Louise Bigelow,
Mrs Alice Swett and sons Chalmer
Honorary
Member
to
Bangor
yesterday.
honors ln cards when the D F. Club
and Benson, of Dedham. Mass arrive Col Timothy Bigelow Chapter. Worcester
met for play Monday evening wiih
Singing. Star Spangled Banner.
Pwood Hewett and Russell Hewett today to be guests of Mrs. John Kos
Mrs Wynofred Staples Smith
Mrs. Walter Kimball.
are spending a few days with Billy ter and Mr and Mus Raymond Hoch Pledge ofLedAllegiance.
by Mrs Almon E. Oarnsey.
State Chairman
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Burkett and Bicknell and David Bicknell at Alford for two weeks.
Taps.
Bugle
sons Allen and Philip of Stoughton. Lake.
Mrs. Nason. Massachusetts State
H. F. Club meets tonight at thc
Mass. are guests of Mr. and Mrs. J
Regent, stressed the bond of friend
Mr. and Mrs Philip Tower of home of Mrs. W M. Little.
A Burpee.
ship which exists between the mother
Phoenix. Ariz.. who have been travel
Mr and Mrs Frank Rokes and Mr and daughter States. Telegraph
ing since .their marriage April 6, are
Mr and Mrs H H. 8tover have as
guests of Mr and Mrs. J Harry Boyn and Mrs. Clarence Merrifield are on greetings were received from Mrs.
guests Mr and Mrs. R A Small and
ton at Crescent Beach for the week. a motor trip through the White Russell Magna. ex-President Oeneral.
daughter Barbara of Glens Falls
Mountains.
The high light of the afternoon was
N. Y.. and Mrs. J. W. McGarry and I Mrs. Walter J Fernald has returned
the guest speaker. Miss Louise Bige
daughters Joan and Muriel of Brock from a three weeks’ visit to Massa
Mrs Flora Fernald was hostess to
low of Worcester. Miss Bigelow who
ton. Mass
Chummy Club at cards Tuesday eve
chusetts.
has passed the allotted span and who
ning. with Mrs Frank Fields and Mrs.
is practically blind, gave a very stir
Alice and Betty Pinkerton, daugh
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Thompson. Mrs. R. D. Saville winning honors.
ring address on her great-great
ters of Mr. and Mrs. Forest R. Pink , John Robinson, Mrs. Eben Kenney
erton of Simmons street, have gone to j and son Jimmy and Mrs. Harry Gillis
Dr. and Mrs. W. H. Sanborn of grandfather. Col. Timothy Bigelow
who was a member of the famous
Southport for a visit with Rev. and
I motored to Bar Harbor and Cadillac Miami. Fla., arrived Sunday and are
Arnold Expedition to Canada. Col.
Mrs. John Collind.
guests
of
Dr.
Sanborn's
mother.
Mrs
i Mountain Sunday, returning by the
| way of Bangor and were supper Etta Sanborn. Amesbury street. They Bigelow served from the beginning
Mrs. Ada Orff has returned from
! guests of Mr. and Mrs. Chellis Oray brought the remains of W. H. San to end of the Revolution. He eloped
a visit with her daughter. Mrs. Ella
of Old Town.
t born Jr., which were taken to Port on horseback with the beautiful
Johnston, in Quincy. Mass.
land Tuesday for Interment ln the heiress, Anna Rankin, the result of a
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph P. Conant and Sanborn family lot.
protested courtship. Col. Bigelow
Miss Vivian Hall whose marriage to Col. F. S Phllbrick and Mrs. Ellen
conducted a copper and brass shop
Percy Spurting takes place July 71 Conant are entertaining Miss Emma
Mrs. Alta Merchant of Portland is which was the meeting place of the
was honor guest at a ‘ shower party Meservey of Fremont, Neb., who is a spending the week with Mr, and Mrs.
Liberal Party of which he became
given by Miss Marian Weidman in cousin of Mr. and Mrs. Conant and Lawrence Shute.
leader. It was not an established
Rockport last Thursday evening. Col. Philbrick's niece. Miss Meservey
fact that he was one of the Indians
Rockland guests were Mrs. Francis has been identified with Nebraskian
Albert H. Newbert Association had
at the Famous Boston Tea Party but
Orne. Mrs. George Lewis. Mrs. Ray schools as a teacher and principal for a delightful outing Tuesday at the
his sentiment along that line was
mond Ludwig. Mrs. Charles McIntosh. 40 years She has also been active in cottage of Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Blodgett
very evident when on returning home
Mrs. Ibra Ripley, Mrs. Edwin Post, political lines and as a Democratic at Jefferson Lake. Some of the mem
one
day he found Anna, with a group
Committeewoman met Congressman bers spent the day there. Joined by
and Miss Neva Dyer
of friends, drinking the obnoxious
others
for
picnic
supper.
There
were
Moran last summer during hls tour of
tea. Without comment, he, fast and
al dry cleansing, B0 cents, her state. At present she Is the own- 20 present. The next outing, will be
furiously
consigned table and all to
on
Friday,
July
26.
at
the
cottage
of
garments, men and women. Pr and proprietress of a large inn in
Mrs. C. E Rollins at Holiday Beach the huge fireplace. The astonished
! Laundry. Tel. ITO, City. 74-tf Fremont.

69c per pair

Regular Price $1.00
Special For This Promotion Only

BLACKINGTON’S

89c

PAIR

All New Stockings

All New Summer Shades

25c a pair; or 5 pairs lor

MEN’S MUNSINGWEAR STOCKINGS,

$1.00

STRING KNIT GLOVES
Regular $1.00, For Friday and Saturday only ............................................................

*78

Regular $1.85 Honey-Comb Gloves......-........................................................................ $1.00

These Are All New Summer Styles

NEW ASSORTMENT CANDLEWICK SPREADS

One and Two Color Combinations

Smart New Designs

I
-❖
guests left at once while he consoled
the grieving Anna on the loss of her
best chlfia tea set.
Col Bigelow gathered 150 men and
drilled them for that "Famous Min
ute Men March' of April 19, 1775.
when they answered their country's
call As they marched by Washing
ton remarked: "This is discipline in
deed. which must have been very
gratifying to the young Bigelow. He
was placed second in command of the
second division to Quebec which
sailed up the Kennebec River.
At the end of the third week Arnold
sent Col. Bigelow with an order for
rations for hls 95 starving men. En
route the river swelled and the partywandered about aimlessly and be
wildered. Bigelow volunteered to
ascend the nearby mountain and map
the country. He returned torn and
bleeding but successful in the at
tempt. They found the hungry men
eating their war-dogs and even shoe
leather. Bigelow said that it was
the hardest task of hls life to tell
those men that he was only able to
secure two barrels of flour. Finally

SPEOAl
FOR WEEK
White and Brown Trim
Or White and Bine

SPORT TIES
All Sixes

$1.50
WOMEN'S

WHITE TIES
OR STRAPS
Cool and Comfortable

$1.98 and $2.98
-

WHITE

TENNIS OXFORDS
75c

r. e.Inutt
SHOE STORE
4M MAIN »T.
ROCKLAND
MAIL ORDERS FILLED

they were all taken prisoners at from the Aid in that town were in
cluded in the party.
how
Mrs. Harold Ulmer and daughter,
furiously Bigelow fought and hls size Barbara of Rockland, are visiting the
being about that of Washington, sus former's parents. Mr and Mrs. Irving
pected that they might be one and Torrey
the same. Consequently he was not
Andrew Smith and Roscoe Joyce
ImprlsoneJ with thc others at Cha made a trip Sunday to Eastport.
teau Frontenac but put away by him
Chester Stuart of Rockland is guest
self where he was kept a prisoner for of relatives in town.
eight months. Miss Bigelow took ex
ceptions tc Kenneth Robert's story
LIBERTY
"Arundel.' where he described Bige
The Bible school conducted by the
low as a small man.
pastor, Rev. Harold Nutter, and Sun
Her last anecdote was of the Mar
day school teachers. Is successful and
quis de Lafayette's visit to Worcester.
has a dally attendance of 40 to 50
A boy rushing excitedly into the
Bigelow smithy said there was a man
outside who ’ wished to see him.
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
Bigelow thinking It a prospective
patron rushed to the place where a
group of men were assembled. Much
to hls surprise the central figure
greeted him. leather apron and all,
with open arms. Lafayette was warm
ln hls praise for Bigelow's gallant
service to his country.
Then as a fitting climax to her stir
ring address, with arms extended ln
an appealing way, this great-greatwit* «»e
granddaughter said: "Will you take
this Col. Timothy Bigelow warmly
with »h*
into your hearts?”
othai
It was a day long to be remem
bered; a day when thc iPledge of
Allegiance was given with double
sincerity and when hearts were
stirred to honor more the American
Patriots who sacrificed their lives and
fortunes that we might enjoy liberty
and freedom for which they strived.
Alice W. Karl,
Regent Lady Knox Chapter.

Quebec. The British, noting

pupils. A program showing thc work
accomplished will be presented Sun
day evening.
The ons of Union Veterans and
Auxiliary will sponsor a supper and
dance July 25.

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

Unknown Heroes!

SWAN'S ISLAND
Thc severe heat of last week
brought many visitors to the island
towns.
Mrs. Charles Harding of Bernard
is with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
N. B. Trask for a week.
Miss Imogene Conary and Mrs.
Merton Bickmore of Portland recent
ly visited their parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Lew Conary.
Miss Arlene Bates of Portland Is
spending the summer with her grand- j
mother. Mrs Eddie Scott.
A large crowd from McKinley at- J
tended the dance Saturday evening j
at Lilia Moulden's hall.

The Metkodlst Ladles' Aid held Its j
regular meeting and served a dinner,
recently at the home of Mrs. Nina ,
Sprague In Atlantic.

Several gu«»te

WITHOUT
NAMES
A

FRED MCMURRAY

MADGE EVANS
W

Lynne Overman

John w r a
Leslie lento

NOW PLAYING
"CASE OF CURIOUS BRIDES"
with WARREN WILLIAM

Shows 2.00. 6.45 and R.45. D. S. T.
Continuous Saturday. 2.15 to 19 45
Phone 89S

of

JIM BURKE
with

Florence Rice
Kathleen Burke
Directed by
Lambert HilJyer

•

t

A COLUMBIA PICTURE

ONE DAY ONLY

SATURDAY
IN PERSON
Kentucky's Own

BRADLEY
KINCAID
AND IIIS GANG
NBC RADIO ARTISTS
No Advance In Prices
TODAY
PAUL LUKAS in
‘AGE OF INDISCRETION"

PAR. [3

Telephone 409
Matinee 200; Evening 6.45, 9.45
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1I
body.
And those who recall the many
hardships of these people, as chron
icled through the columns of the
dally papers, ln special despatches
Written For The Courier-Gazette By a Democrat Who
and Associated Press despatches,
Believes In the Constitution
over the past few years especially,
are pretty much Inclined to lean
F. D.—F. I)., beware of the day
toward the cause of a bridge.
When the voters shall meet thee in battle array,
“Shall the act creating the Deer
For a vision of ballots appears in the air,
Isle-Sedgwick Bridge District be ac
And they’re much against you, so Franklin beware.
cepted?"
This Act Is Chapter 88. of the Pri
Perhaps vou have done what you thought for the best,
vate and Special I-aws of 1935. as
enacted by the Eighty-seventh Leg
Hut your plans failed to stand the Supreme Court's test;
islature; and said Legislature, acting
For the/took awai freedom from small business firms,
under the provision of Article XXXI.,
Which our old Constitution forbids in strong terms.
Section 19 o( the Constitution of
Maine, enacted said measure ex
Your plans are foreign to those of '1 om J.,
pressly conditioned upon the peo
Nor would (ieorge or "Old Abe” give them an O. K.
ple's ratification by a referendum
’I hey gave us the plans to which all should agree,
*
vote.
In tire-soil Americu, the land of the free.
Amendment No. 4

DEER ISLE BRIDGE

People You
Should Know

People You Should Know
(Copyright 1935—Hy Claude Muss—Reproduction in Any Hay For bidden)

startling landscapes ls where he
shines. Members of Past Officers
Masonic Association; has an Ocean
license; could pilot a steamship
through the Panama Canal; cook a
meal; good judge of broiled steak;
lemembers everything he ever saw ot
heard; has a special battery in the
toe of each shoe; loves color and
youngsters; and—if he loses hls tem
per tor one minute—he gets it right
back the next. Meet one of our happy
Four tar folks, "Ed" Gonia.
Phone 710 and ask: How many
wall paper patterns does he carry in
stock?

\1ZE like to write about
W people who provide
happiness for others, and you'll agree
with us that delicious, pure candies J
bring more satisfaction and pleasure
than most things you can think
aoout. That's why we re proud to turn
our spotlight upon St. Clair & Allen,
our Candy Manufacturers, 50 Sea
Street, who distribute their delecta
ble sweets from Machias to Bath and
Boothbay Harbor. When you see the
"8 <Sc A" label ln the store, remem
ber, it's truly "home-made.'' right
here ln our community, and there's
nothing purer or richer, regardless of
R. W. DAVIS A SONS
label, anywhere. Modern equipment,
sanitation to the nth degree, finest
1V1 greatest foods. It's
ingredients and years of experience
the food for the young as well as
are all mixed together in their mak
the old, and there's nbthlng that so
ing process, and you can't blame
ompletely satisfies. R W. Davis it
them for being proud of the popu
Sons, our Milk and Cream folks are
larity of their “8 & A" Brands. They
doing their level best every second
also handle cigarettes, tobacco, and
.o provide rich, pure satisfying dairy
kindred lines. The names Ander
son. St. Clair Bros and now St Clair products for our home folks, and It ls
& Allen have all been identified with out natural that they should be In
this business, which had its begin cluded among our friendly "People1
ning ln 1865. They incorporated in You Should Know." Their head
1918. and the owners are Amory' B. quarters on Tillson Avenue ls the
Allen. President; Eugene E. Stod gateway from their Dairy to you. and
dard. Vice President; and George L. back of that there’s a 360 acre farm,
St Clair, Secretary and Treasurer. modem bams, the latest ln dairy
All three kept the school teacher equipment and 60 head of their own
busy here in Rockland; ‘‘Amory’" j pure bred Avreshire and Holstein
likes to get ln his car and just keep cows. They also handle H B Hood’s
going; "Eugene" rather sail horse- , pasteurized products; sell by the gal
shoes through the air and makes < lon or pint -wholesale and retail,
and through towns all around us.
ringers; "George has a pet word
•'swim." They’re "three of a kind" Their latest "find” is Dari-O Orange
ln boosting this home area; believe j ade, that will make you think of
in keeping people “sweet" and not j orange groves. They make it them
selves. as well as their good Choco
being stingy with their smiles.
Phone 359 and ask: How many dif- j late Milk Shake. Friendship is where
ferent kinds of delicious candy do ! this wideawake trio each first re
ceived the name of "Davis.” Ralph,
they make*'
senior member of the firm, gets his
fun calling off square sets and mix
ing folks all up; Ralph is a baseball
LOI IS AND SADIE MARCUS
★ ★★★ mHE Stonington Furni- fan and likes to ramble, and the
* ture Company fur woods and a gun have a lure for
nishes everything for the household Harold. Each one ls as comfortable
except the girl, and most men prefer as a fur coat on a cold shoulder; toss
to do that themselves. If you have good humor around like the wind
any doubt about this, go lo their tosses leaves;they like high jinks,
store. 313-325 Main Street and see bright lights and good times and are
their splendid display, and you'll say as genuine as the day is long.
Phone 891 and ask: How many
—there's no more use of going out
of Rockland to buy furniture, than quarts of Milk and Cream are they
there is to buy a spool of thread. delivering a day?
•
Cottages, beautiful homes, the love
nest for the bride and groom—they CHARLES 11. BERRY
thrill over the opportunity to help
Ul 1 ZATCH the Fords Go
you furnish them. They just refur
By"—and there you
nished our Rockland Hotel and have have the five most interesting words
furnished many hotels along the impressed upon the owners of auto
-oast. They help you plan your in- mobiles today. Here in Rockland,
ierior decorating, in fact Luther we can learn anything we want to
Smith, well known home towner and know about Fords from our Ford
one of their dependables, is known dealer, Charles H. Berry, owner of
tor the smartness of his home ar the Fireproof Garage on Winter
rangements. The friendly owners, Street. He'll sell you a beautiful
Louis Marcus and his delightful new one, or a Ford truck; repair any
daughter Sadie, have splendid stores kind of trouble on any make of car;
at Stonington and Boothbay Harbor, has accessories and parts, and—a
and are as keenly interested in the Fireproof Storage that's a credit to
smaller places as in the heart of Main Rockland. It's all steel, cement and
Street. Lcuis became one of Uncle asphalt, and you never need worry
Sam's crowd 45 years ago; sold writ when you store your car there. His
ing paper for his first cash; Shriner factory trained mechanics keep your
and 32nd Degree Mason; loves travel. car behaving smoothly and you
Sadie's Mother attended our Rock would be amazed at the number of
land public schools, and her brown tourists ar.u summer folks that have
eyed Miss Sunshine, did the same discovered this fine service head
thing. She's a graduate of Boston quarters. Charlie Berry first puck
University and Bryant & Stratton's. ered up hls mouth to whistle in Rock
Her best fun is—finding what's new land; a little trip from Maine to the
ln styles, furniture, progress. They've Golden Gate keeps him satisfied for
enlarged this business five times a while on the travel urge; and re
since starting in 1918 to keep up with gardless of how much he appreciates
demands made upon them; come in the delicacy of Maine lobster—he’ll
personal contact with customers, and swap his share for veal steak any
always succeed ln turning them into day. He provides 20 people with em
warm friends........................................... ployment ; talks the same language
Phone 980 and ask: To what do as his next door neighbor; loves to
they attribute their success?
meet old-time friends; likes grab

★ ★★★ MILK ranks atnong 1Uea

★ ★AA

EDWARD O'B. GOMA

★★★★

n UR surroundings influ
0'

ence our contentment
of mind more than we give them
credit for. If the walls are bright
and cheerful—so is the family, and
home ls a place where contentment
prevails. Edward O'B. Gonia de
serves several bright feathers in his
cap for the dandy work he has done
around here in brightening up homes,
and we may not be able to do him
justice—but we'll do our best. To be
gin with—he knows how to buy wall
paper, so hls customers get the finest
and at prices unbelievable, and has
the neatest way of displaying wall
paper that we've run across in 48
States. He works fast and never
overcharges. Has an attractive store
full of lovely china, glassware and
novelties, where it's fun , to find
something you've always been want
ing. Cushing, Me., ls where "Ed"
first played hookey; earned 50 cents
a week keeping the school house
fires; tearing around the country
with “The Roving Reporter” looking
for Plymouth Rocks, new bridges;

“W'

bags, revolving doors, and the Sun
day morning funny page. Probably
never will grow up 100 per cent—we
hope he doesn't, and he would let
you have the last word any time, if
lt would make you happy. It's good
to know a man you enjoy doing busi
ness with, as you do—Charles H.
Berry. ....................................................
Phone 889 and ask: How many cars
can he store, and how many square
feet of floor space are in hls estab
lishment?
•
MAUDE STAPLES
y y y y

dldn t say
so, but our definition

for joyful young Mothers, and gets
a thrill in doing so. You see. Maude
Staples loves her job—which explains
the hundreds of patrons who are al
ways depending upon her. She has
everything for little folks—from birth
to school days, including gifts.
"Maude" was blown ln through the
window on a sunbeam early one
morning ln Rockland; the outdoors,
the friendship of nature, and little
folks are her hobbles. She has been
connected with this business since
her school days when she started In
with Mrs Crockett, the founder, and
for past nine years the business has
been her own. Crisp hot toast and
’puffy poached eggs is her favorite
hungry time order; she has a corner
on good nature; admires quiet
strength; her enthusiasms turn little
things into big ones; has a twinkle ln
her brown eyes that makes you like
her, and our orchids today go to the
Baby's, Friend—Maud Staples.
Phone 66-J and ask: How long has
The Crockett Baby Shop been tak
ing care of Rockland's little sweet
hearts?
W. H. GLENDENNING. JR.

★ ★★★

|N Rockland community
* we have found two
classes of stores One wants to get
rich quick and sells cheap brands of
goods at top prices; the other is not
in such a hurry to retire—they handle
only the best goods and rely on the vol
ume of sales "to bring home the ba
con." A grocery and meat market was
found early yesterday morning by the
writer at 248 Main Street, known as
Olendenning's Cash Market whose
slogan should be "The Best Always."
W. H. Glendenning. Jr., always aims
to give the best foods and service; in
fact he prides himself on this feature,
going so far as to give personal at
tention. "Bill" first greeted his par
ents on Hurricane Island. First
nickels he ., made was cutting the
grass on the lawn of his parents
Before entering business in Rock
land he traveled over all New Eng
land States as a pneumatic tool sales
man; has no stag's horn on hls head,
but is an Elk. regardless! In fact,
a past exalted ruler and a member of
the Rockland Country Club; I ll stake
my money on him that he likes date
pie; loves his eight-year-old daugh
ter dearly; jolly good fellow; pipe
smoker and once ln awhile smokes
a clay pipe and he doesn't have to
pick it up should It ever drop; way
he plays golf Bill must have learned
lt on the Oulf of Mexico; our biggest
discovery is that he's friendly, not
on the surface—but deep down. . .
Phone 993 and ask: How many
years has he been supplying food to
us Rockland citizens?

of "IT," is the heavenly little bundle
we call “The Baby," and no where in
Rockland's territory does "Baby" get
any finer attention or thoughtfulness,
than at Crockett’s Baby Shop, ln
their beautiful new quarters at
Fuller-Cobb's sunshiney new store.
Miss Maude Staples has a knack of
knowing just what babies need;
loves to find the softest, finest dainti
est little things for these royal kings
and queens of the family. Often she
plans anl selects the entire layette

When Maine voters go to the polls

ROLL OF HONOR
The following name* of peraont
of Ihe progreaelve wide-awake bunnew people appearing In thia Hat.
will be sent to the Library of Con
gress at Washington. D C. and
there remain for the next 43 years
from the date of the laat "People
You Should Know" publication
There It comprlaea a splendid rec
ord of recognized achievement In
the annala of thia City of Friendly
Folk* known commonly aa Rock
land Me New name* will he added
weekly
Jo.in II Stevena
John H. McLoon
Emil, Steven.
* « ***»
Ve per A Leach
£ G stoddard
E. I. Spear
A 8 Peterson
Deborah Barron
WUllam Sansorn
Sumner Pern
E O. Philbrook
Charles II Berry
IWn Philbrook
ErneM House
Edw O’B. Gonia
G A Sherman
Maude Staples
Louis Marcus
A L- Babbidfe
Sadie Marcus
W- H. Glenden*
F I. Walker
nine. Jr.
I Leslie Cross
K L. I.ibbv
Mrs. I. L. Croat
charlotte Betts

Sept. 9 to pass various questions,

there is one question op which a

large group hopes for a strong "Yes."
"Shall the act creating the Deer
Isle-Sedgwick Bridge District be ac
cepted?"
Leaders ln the cause of building

a bridge from Deer Isle are planning

on various meetings to acquaint the
people with what's going on; what's

necessary to be done, now that Leg

islature has given theiji the necessary

CONTINUED IN NEXT ISSUE
YOU MAY BE NEXT!
RULES
ORAND PRIZE 815 00
PRIZES O1VEN EACH ISSUE
FIRST PRIZE -82.00
SECOND PRIZE —8100
Each issue there will appear differ
ent paragraphs in thia paper bringing
out distinctive features of Rockland
and vicinity institutions. There is a
question in each story. The person
sending ln the most correct and neat
est answers lo the questions will be
given merchandise awards from your
own home merchants each issue. In
case of a duplicate, award will be giv
en each tying contestant. Winners
and answers published one week from
date of story. Tne judges' decision
will be final and incontestable.
Address Courier-Gazette Contest
Editor.
Cleaver the butcher was rather sur
prised when a slim young woman en
tered the shop and asked for twen
ty-five pounds of beef. All the same,
he cut off the joint and put it on
the scales.
"Will you take it »'ith you, or shall
I send it to vour house?" he asked
"Oh.' ' she murmured, blushing
prettily. "I don't want to buy it. You
see. the doctor said I had lost twentyfive pounds, and I wanted to see what
it looked like ln a lump."

State backyig
The first question asked ls always
and Invariably;
"Shall tl.e constitution be amended
“Where's the money coming from?"
as proposed by a resolution of the
The plan for the building of this
bridge — which construction would legislature to provide for a bond
i cost ln the neighborhood of half a issue for furnishing ana paying any
J million dollars, with approaches—is additional funds necessary (or main
I to borrow 55 per cent of the neces- tenance. Interest and the retirement
' sary funds from the PWA. the bal of bonds Issued by the Deer Isleance of 45 per cent to be backed by Sedgwick Bridge District?"
By Chapter 133 ol tlie Resolves of
State bonds.
For the first two years a toll of 81 1935. it is pro)xtsed to amend Article
would be charged. As the bonds be IX of tne Constitution by adding
gan to be retired this amount would thereto the following section;
'•Sec. 21. Tlie stale under authority
be reduced and the loan would
become liquidated, as far as the 55 ’of proper enactment of the legisla
per cent is concerned, through the ture may issue its bonds not to ex
ceed the amount of 8500.000, payable
toll earnings.
The PWA loan would be for. 30 within 30 years, at a rate of interest
years and It is estimated that with not exceeding 5 per cent per annum,
the tolls the bridge would become payable semi-annually, the proceeds
to be disbursed for maintenance of
self-liquidating.
It has been estimated that Ston a bridge between the towns of Deer
ington and Deer Isle together turn ln Isle and Sedgwick, and for Interest
excess of 835.000 ln taxes, in one charges on, and retirement of bonds
form or another. Into the coffers of to be used only at such times and ln
the State each year. The bulk of I such amounts as may be required to j
this money. It has been pointed out. j furnish funds additional to the re
ceipts of the Deer Isle-Sedgwick :
II s|ient “on the mainland."
In view of the great handicap In j bridge (or maintenance, interest and
communication facing them in the 1 th« retirement of bonds issued by
winter months, the residents of this the Deer Lsle-Sedgwick Bridge Dis i
island feel that the voters of the trict."
|
State should consider very carefully (
the facts behind this referendum j
measure. It's no fun down that way.1
they declare, along about the time j
that Penobscot- Bay becomes choked
with Ice, disrupting the boat service;

------;-----------

AA

I

READ THE ADS

--------- Mg

1 was horn a Democrat; that faith I still hold,
Hut, Franklin, you’ve taken that party of old
Front its moorings to freedom we love much to see,
So I’m left without party, and there are thousands like me.

But there arc some of your plans that savor of good,
Such as taxing the rich, something like Robin Hood,
Who took hum the rich the poo. to relieve;
tier acts of that kind there should none of us glieve.

So, Franklin, take heed, your tactics change quick,
j
4

(iet back to the old Constitution, and stick,
I)i else "Mene, mene, tekel' you wi.l read on the wall,

':'
+
♦

And down from youi pcuh you surely will tall.
W. R. Walter
North Waldohroo, July 15, 1935.

APPLETON RIDGE
Congratulations to Rev. anc Mrs.
Louis E Watson on the birth ol a
son. Sunday who has been named
John Herbert Mrs. Alice Robbins is
curing (or mother and child.
Mrs. Elizabeth Newbert was a
caller Sunday afternoon at the
home of Mrs. Jessie Gushee In Cam
den and Mrs. Elizabeth Keller in
Lincolnville Beach.

Mrs. Hazle Perry was a Bangor
visitor recently.
Recent visitors at Perley Perry's
were Mr. and Mrs Osgood Huntley.
Grace Brown. Mr. and Mrs. Leon

i Murang, Merle and Leland Morang
and Ralph Cole, all of Augusta.
Mrs. Freda Calderwood and chil
dren Rosalind and Lee of Woronoco,
Mass., are guests of her mother Mrs.
Grace Brown.
Callers Sunday at Willard Brown's
were Mrs. Hattie Calderwood of
Camden and Dr and Mrs. Ellis and
daftghter Virginia of Rockport.
Mr. and Mrs. Abner Grant, Jr., of
Atlantic, Mass., are spending two
weeks vacation with Mr. Grant's
parents.
Marjorie and Edith Morang of
Augusta are guests of their cousin
Ethel Perry.

-
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knock out knocks

says...the Engineer

in

Every Gallon

★★★★

IN the heart of things in
* Rockland we find the I
Comer Drug Store, Inc., 422 Main
Street—a drug store that makes
quality its first objective, followed
closely by service, ln a manner that
is bound to win your approval. This
drug store ls managed by K. L.
Libby, Is one of the most reliable,
busy and has one of the best assorted
stocks in the community, and you
may be sure of finding what you
want, plus a friendly service that will
make you want to go there again.
“Ken" was transported to our world
first at Kingfield, Me The first
money to stick to his fingefs was at '
helping in a drug store; been manager
of this enterprise almost three years;
married and has one of the "most
darlingist" dancing seven-year-old
daughters in Maine; member Masons.
Lions and Forty Club; enjoys seeing
the pitcher throw a ball and the bat
ter slapping it out—be it a Texas
leaguer or dribbles along first base;
loves hls cai and only one who does.
He has a hard time to Induce others
to ride with him, as he wants no
back-seat drivers. We know of no
tickets for speeding. Lest you don't
know it, he wants all the fried
chicken he can secure; doesn't belong
to the’“fallen asleep’ crowd; helps
us to laugn away our troubles, forget
our creditors and keep our chin up.
Phone 378 and ask: How many
years has he been connected with
drug stores?

Jlmson "was relating hls experi
ences in India.
“I was taking my usual morning
dip when I spotted three gladiators
making for me, so I had to swim for
dear life!”
"You mean navigators—something
like a crocodile?” interposed Johnson.
"Well, what are gladiators?"
"Gladiators? Why they're a sort
of flower grown from bulbs.”

Both Tydol and Tydol-Ethyl Gasolines contain top-cylinder oil
sews

HEN your motor knocks, it is complain
ing of an overdose of carbon, heat and

W

think it has earned the title... ’’The Engineer

in every Gallon.”

friction. Nine times odt of ten you’ll find that
This new type motor-fuel will tune up your
the trouble lies at the top of the motor... in
motor... and give you extra power, extra
the valves, the piston-heads or upper-cylinder
mileage, extra savings. For, in spite of its
walls . .. places which most motor oils have
extra lubrication service, lubricating Tydol
a hara time reaching, and which can be prop
doesn’t cost a penny extra.
erly lubricated only by adding a top-cylinder

oil (at extra cost) to ordinary gasolines.
Tide Water Oil Company, 27 Main SL, So. Portland, Me.

To eliminate the knocking, every gallon of
Tydol Gasoline contains a special top-cylinder

1‘aa WJFm

oil with a carbon-solvent. And this super
lubricant, which also cuts carbon, has proved
so effective in knocking out knocks that we

lathe

li
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K. L. LIBBY
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With Its Need

★ ★★★

By HELEN NELSON, Special Staff Feature Writer

A POLITICAL PREDICTION

ect To Acquaint Towns

C. 8. Mata Features Copyright 1915

□□□□ FOUR STAR FOLKS ★ ★ ★ ★

A. B. ALLEN-G. L. ST. CLAIRE. S. STODDARD

Promoters of Important Proj

UULMO EXTRA COST
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IN REFINERYSEALED CANS

TYDOL MOTOR OIL
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